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CHAPTER 1

introduction
with most other aspects of history

the creation
of english antimormon
anti mormon pamphlets did not occur within an
the publication of cheap street
historical vacuum
literature had been a popular means of communicating
ideas and defending causes since the sixteenth century
indeed by the seventeenth century there was a veritable
tidal wave of printed literature in circulation in
england this collection of printed matter included such
items as broad
chap books
broadsides
sides ballads catchpennies
catch pennies chapbooks
1
and pamphlets
As

these items of literature provided the medium of
communication and entertainment for those of the lower
classes and as printing spread beyond london into the
provincial towns cheap literature became more accessible
provincial printers obtained most
to the common class
of their profits from what they called jobbing printing
handbills
this was the printing of tickets hand
bills and numerous
because of the great demand for and
other items
dependence on printed matter the rate of learning and
literacy began to rise As one historian explained in
such a society illiteracy was no longer merely a social

2

stigma

it

was a fundamental economic

practically all aspects of life

2

disadvantage
were addressed in

chapbooks
books
these broadsides and chap
the subjects ranged from
religion and politics to crime romance superstitions
by the end of the seventeenth century the
humous
and humour
publication of such items was a profitable business with
a
brisk trade in unseemly reading matter for the
3
masses
the publications were in
fact filled with
humous
sexual references and bawdy humour
the content of the
reading material for the working classes did not go
unnoticed by the keen eyes of the religious reformers
perhaps the most vocal against what she considered to
be bawdy and unhealthy reading material for the lower
classes was hannah more hannah had been a part of the
early sunday school movement created by her mentor
robert raikes of gloucester aware of the vast amount of
questionable reading material circulating among the
vulger
aulger and indecent penny books
workers hannah wrote
were always common but speculative infidelity brought
down to the pockets and capacities of the poor
forms a
4
new era in our history
with this concern in mind hannah formed the religious
tract society with its cheap repository tracts these
tracts which contained moral tales biblical teachings
were
and other aspects of good christian living
designed to drive the other type of literature from the

3
5

face of england
the success of the religious tract society was
phenomenal
within the first six months of its creation
in 1795 three hundred thousand copies of the various
by march 1796
the total had
tracts had been sold
6
reached two million
these tracts were
distributed by the thousands among the poor and the
working class
indeed
tracts were to become a common
7
workingclass
in
feature of victorian working
class life
describing the impact and importance of this early tract

distribution by this and other religious societies one
by 1803 the tract had become a
historian has written
118
weapon
this was particularly true with the cheap
religious tracts
for while chapbooks continued to
0

4d
ad

survive in the provinces they were largely replaced in
the cities by the large quantities of cheap religious

tracts
even so

hese
i t h e r tthese
tracts
neither
ne

nnor
0r

he i r
ttheir

distributors were always well received by the working
often the contents of the tracts offended the
class
readers by offering advice on frugality to a people
barely subsisting or suggesting patience and temperance
in the face of inhuman living and working conditions
this however was not the only reason that the enmity of
was
the
the working and poor classes was aroused
it
apparent indifference to human feelings that so

4

when a
embittered the recipients of the tracts
depression struck paisley in 1837 bibles were rushed to
9
the relief of the starving
added to this apparent attitude of indifference for
conciousness
their suffering was the recognition of class consciousness
and the animosity which existed between those of the
working class and those of the middle class
those
within the working class were well aware that beyond the
facade of altruism was for most of those involved in the
distribution of tracts an underlying belief in inherent
the
class differences and middle class superiority
distribution of religious tracts was an attempt by the
middle class to project their religious and social values
onto the poorer classes and keep them from immoral and

politically
to keep

tracts were supposed
one from thinking wicked chartist thoughts to
content with his empty stomach and stench filled

make one

hovel

dangerous

activities

1110
10

thus it was that when thousands of eager ladies
pencils and subscription pads in hand came around the
neighborhoods their inquiring about the spiritual as
well as the physical welfare of the household and
offering wholesome admonitions aroused widespread
1111
11
As one young pickpocket explained to
resentment
they bring
henry mayhew in an interview at mid century
lodginghouses
houses pipes are lighted with
lodginghousespipes
tracts to the lodging

5

them

tracts wont fill

your belly

except to a person that has a
12
theyre laughed at

home

tracts is

no good

at the lodging houses

the animosity and indifference of the working class
not withstanding the importance of the relig
religious
lous tracts
ious
should not be underestimated
although hannah more died
in 1833 before the ascension to the throne of queen
victoria and the onset of what has come to be referred to
as the victorian age more and her cheap repository

tracts

victorian social and
the repositorys tracts catered to

had a profound

effect

on

attitudes
middle class values and concepts of respectability
system that had been
these tracts re enforced the value sytem
they also re
concious
cious society
concilus
created by a class con

moral

enforced the ever present and ever driving need for
honor and respectability perhaps even at the expense of

reality
while those of the working and poorer classes were
faced with the harsh reality of survival many in the
middle class chose to ignore these more unpleasant
circumstances or the middle class attempted to develop

sanitized society based on their class concepts of
handwork
har dwork and thriftiness
social purity hardwork
there is very
little question that the religious tract society with
yearr
yean
bearr and the numerous other
its millions of tracts a year
religiously oriented publishing societies influenced the

a more

6

11social
social

1
13

day
conscience of the dayis
was
within this context that the church of jesus
it
christ of latterday
latter day saints was introduced into britain
while the religious pamphleteers had in their ignorance
and zeal offended some of the working and poor class
they had none the less made an impact on the workers
11

religious attitudes

they had also laid the groundwork
for the latter day saint missionaries by increasing the
rate of literacy among the working class through the wide
distribution of tracts and sunday schools thus it was
that by the time the mormon missionaries arrived a large
number of those below the middle class had been prepared
through an increased awareness of moral and religious
ideas and a greater capacity for reading
0 c i e t i e s the art of
in modern technical ssocieties

communication and dissemination of knowledge are of
extreme importance
these are enhanced through the

concepts and beliefs
without the publication of such it would be extremely
difficult to communicate new ideas and beliefs to large
populations
for while oral traditions and other forms

circulation of various ideas

of verbal communication have existed among the
inhabitants of the world since time immemorial the power
of the printed word cannot be underestimated
this is particularly true with religion indeed it
does not seem at all unlikely to surmise that both islam

7

and judaism would have remained

if it

local

tribal religions

had not been for the recording of the teachings of

their respective prophets and leaders the same can be
said concerning christianity
if the disciples of jesus
christ and the early church fathers had not recorded
their experiences and beliefs in the form of narratives
and epistles christianity would probably have dwindled
into obscurity with countless other religious movements
of that part of the world
thus the recording and
publication of beliefs and doctrines can be considered an
integral part of the success and even survival of a

religious

movement

this is just as true with the church of jesus christ
of

latter

day

saints

commonly

called the

mormon

church

david J whittaker in his ground breaking study of early
mormon pamphleteering
ing explained in his introduction
pamphleteer
in
one sense
11

mormonism began with a book

spawned a

prolific

amount

this in turn

of published material

expounding and defending the early doctrines and history

of the movement

14

as with almost every other religious
movement in history has had not only its adherents but
also its adversaries like the apologists of a religious
mormonism

its adversaries

are also responsible for
As an
producing large amounts of published materials
example of the conflict between believers and antagonists

movement

8

and the voluminous products of such

religious turmoil

to look no further that the mountains of
material containing attacks and counter attacks between
the catholics and protestants in christianity
the same
is true with mormonism
the purpose of this work is to take only one small
part of the churchs almost one hundred sixty year
history and study what can be termed as the counterpart
ing
of mormon pamphleteering
pamphleteer
this paper will study the
themes of antimormon
anti mormon pamphlets from the introduction of
the church into great britain in 1837 to 1860 and will
show how they were representative of the popular
attitudes and perceptions of the time in the process of
analyzing the material contained within the pamphlets
the backgrounds of some of the numerous writers will also
be discussed in order to allow the reader a better
understanding of the pamphlets and those who produced
one needs

them

obviously with such an ambitious undertaking there
are necessary limitations
first and foremost is the
for the definition of
definition of the term pamphlet
english
lisL
this term the writer has turned to the oxford Eng
ilsa

dictionary

volume

7

page 410

wherein

it

describes a

pamphlet as

small treatise occupying fewer pages or sheets
would make a book
and more specifically
than wouldmake
a treatise of the size and form above described
on some subject or question of current or

A

9

interest personal social political
ecclesiastical or controversial on which the
temporary

writer desires to appeal to the public
because of this strict definition of the term pamphlet
some of the larger works of well known anti mormons have
either been left out of the study or mentioned only in
passing
secondly while one hundred antimormon
anti mormon pamphlets
not to mention the various mormon responses to some of
these pamphlets were read in preparation for this study
not all available pamphlets have been discussed even so
those considered to be of the highest quality andor most
thus the pamphlets
interest have been analyzed
discussed in this work can be considered as a good
representation of the literature of this genre

available
the limitations of this thesis not withstanding it
is hoped that it will make a valuable contribution to
the study of mormon history for while various articles
and books have discussed certain aspects of antimormon
anti mormon
pamphlets and their writers no major study of anti
ing has yet been produced
pamphleteering
pamphleteer
the two major works concerning anti mormon

mormon

are david brion davis

some

literature

themes of counter

subversion an analysis of anti masonic anti catholic
mormon literature
and anti
antimormon
the mississippi valley
1960205 224 and
historical review 47 september 1960205224

10

leonard J arrington and jon haupts intolerable zion
the image of mormonism in nineteenth century american
literature the western humanities review 12 summer
both articles discuss the themes and
1968243 260
1968243260
imagery used by anti mormon writers

davis described

how

masonry

mormonism

and

catholicism were used as symbols of internal subversion
by writers
these three entities were merged into a
common stereotype for the purpose of ridicule and attack
because of the aura of secrecy which surrounded

their
113
112
15
organizations
arrington and haupt also discussed this
aspect of literature but went into more detail
explaining the various themes that were common in
nineteenth century anti mormon fiction some of the more
important themes were the image of the seducer the
sinister secret society the lustful turk and the
16
sinful fallen city salt lake city
while both of these works are of great importance and
identifying common themes
have been extremely helpful in identifing
found in anti mormon pamphlets this thesis goes beyond
what is found in the two articles
first and foremost
is that while both articles concerned american
literature the primary emphasis of this work is british
literature secondly although the veracity of some of
the pamphlets is highly questionable the tracts under
consideration are nonfictional literature while the two

11

previous articles examined for the most part fictional
novels
thus it is believed that this thesis has broken new
ground by examining

british anti

mormon

pamphlets

it is

will help fill the void now existing
in the area of research on anti mormon pamphleteering and
stone for future scholarly work
steppingstone
will be a stepping
hoped

that this

work

12
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CHAPTER 2
MORMON CHURCH

april

HISTORY WITHIN THE AMERICAN CONTEXT

in a small house in fayette new
york joseph smithy
smith jr and five other men organized the
church of christ later renamed the church of jesus
christ of latterday
latter day saints this event had been preceded
on

6

1830

several religious experiences of joseph smith and also
the publication of the book of mormon on march 26 1830
within a short time of its organization the church had
attracted a large following in the neighboring communities
by

around manchester and palmyra

new york

and

kirtland

other communities of mormons were also founded in
the western section of missouri
As is usually the case with new religious movements
there were those who were skeptical of the veracity of
mormonism
and who were vocal with their doubts and criticisms
mormonismandwhowerevocalwiththeirdoubtsandcriticisms
the main thrust of what could be termed anti mormon
while criticism of
activity was through the press
joseph smith and the book of mormon had been appearing in
various newspapers since the beginning of the movement
the first antimormon
anti mormon pamphlet was published by alexander
campbells
campbell
campbeli
Campbellf cofounder of the campbellite movement
the
sixteen page tract a compilation of news articles

ohio

14

15

published in boston in 1832 was titled delusions an
analysis of the book of mormon
and a refutation of
1
pretences
to divine authority
shortly following
its
the publication of campbells tract ezra booth an
apostate mormon published a series of nine letters on
2
the evils of mormonism in the ohio star
it was not until 1834 that the first book length
expose of the mormon church was published
mormonism
unavailed
published by eber D howe was the
unvailed sic
3
genesis of many later antimormon
the book
antl mormon works
anti
itself was in large measure a compilation of affidavits
philistus
and stories collected by philastus
Phil astus hurlbut but after
hurlbut was convicted of threatening the life of joseph
smith eber D howe issued the book under his own name
the book despite its billing as an insiders expose did
not live up to the thrills promised in pre publication
4
advertising and sales were very sluggish as a result
although this work was a dissappointment
diss
appointment to the
committee of concerned citizens and clergymen who had
financially supported it not to mention its first readers
the book nevertheless had a great impact as it introduced
the themes and methods of attack used by many future
antimormon
anti mormon publications for example one of the themes
introduced in hurlbuthowes
hurlbut howes book was the character of
anva
mormoni sm unva
ohs
unavailed
unvailed
in mormonism
the smith family
lied the smi
smiths
ths
were described as being lazy indolent ignorant and

16

supersticiouse
supersticious
superstitious
joseph smith and his family were also
described as being involved in money digging and folk
5
magic and josephs use of a seer stone was also discussed
probably the most important and influential concept
ll
11

introduced by howes book was the spaulding manuscript
theory which differed greatly from joseph smith s explanation
theorywhichdifferedgreatlyfromjosephsmithsexplanation
of the origin of the book of mormon
this was an important
theme because of its popularity among critics of the
church
because of its constant use by most anti mormon
writers of the nineteenth century a short explanation of
solomon spaulding and his manuscript will be helpful
solomon spaulding also spelled spalding in some
he fought in
places was born in connecticut in 1761
the revolutionary war and then decided to enter the
ministry
he graduated from dartmouth college with an
AM degree in 1785
although ordained as an evangelist
minister spaulding suffered from poor health and it
by
has been suggested by some writers a loss of faith
1795 spaulding had abandoned his ministry and had married
he went into business with his brother
matilda sabin
and occasionally preached at a local presbyterian church
spaulding appears to have been a poor business man and
was forced into bankruptcy on at least two occasions
it
is believed that it was while living in cherry valley
new york that spaulding wrote his romantic novel
the
6
manuscript found

17

spaulding and his family eventually moved to pittsburgh
pennsylvania where sometime between 1812 and 1814 he
tried to have his novel published apparently reverend
be publisher
rejected the
wouldbe
robert patterson the would
manuscript because of spauldings lack of funds spaulding
moved to amity near pittsburgh
pennsylvania where he
died in 1816

7

short and uneventful as solomon spauldings life
was the theory about his manuscript has been long lived
and unique
the theory began in 1833 when doctor
hurlbut seeking revenge for his recent excommunication
As

from the mormon church

began to

stories for use against the

collect affidavits

mormons
cormons
Mor mons

while doing so

and
he

heard a rumor concerning a manuscript which closely
upon further
paralleled the book of mormon story
investigation hurlbut learned that a man named spaulding
had written a romance which told of a group of people who
left jerusalem and came to america under the direction of
a nephi and lehi
the novel also contained he heard
accounts of wars and contentions among two nations

hurlbut soon found a copy of the novel among spauldings
8
papers
the theory that was proposed then was that somehow
sidney rigdon had met spaulding had obtained a copy of
the manuscript of his novel and then had given it to
joseph smith joseph then enlarged the story slightly and

18

copied some parts directly in order to write the book of
mormon

actually

bears little resemblance
group
a
story
of
of
the
is
it
the time of constantine who were
on a voyage to britain and landed
america there were no names such
or Zarah
emla in the spaulding
zarahemla

manuscript found

to the book of mormon
romans who lived about
blown off course while

the shores of north
as nephi lehi laman
manuscript however there were
on

some vague

similarities

between some names and some book of mormon names

example

there

was

onrod

Mo
moonrod
boonrod

changed to moroni and a

mamoon
moon
Ma
damoon

for

which could have been
which sounds

similar to

except that it is a native term for a domesticated
9
woolley mammoth in spauldings manuscript
the spaulding manuscript theory is now considered by

mormon

scholars both mormon and non mormon as completely
a
be
proved
however
to
ridiculous and unfounded
it
constant source of problems for mormon apologists throughout
thenineteenthcentury
defenses and counter
numerousdefensesandcounter
the nineteenth century numerous
attacks
counterattacks

most

result of anti mormon
use of the spaulding theory at the time of the publication

were penned by mormon pamphleteers as a

unvailed joseph smith sent out missionaries
of mormonism unavailed
to respond to the accusations made in the book but it
was not until 1840 that an extensive mormon defense was
published by benjamin winchester
interestingly enough
10
theory
under the title the origin of the spaulding the
6

19
mormon
antimormon
anti
writers to use material
first
unvailed sic was la roy
howes mormonism unavailed
editor of the methodist zions watchman in

one of the
from

E

D

sunderland
new york

city

Sunder
sanderlands
sunderlands
lands eight

part article

was

a

warning which had
reaction to parley P pratts voice of war
been published three months prior to the article
sunderlands article quoted from pratts work as well as
the book of mormon and the doctrine and covenants
in
april 1838 pratt published his response to sunderland

unveiled zions watchman unmasked and its
editor mr L R sunderland exposed truth vindicated
danger
the devil mad and priestcraft in dan
this was the
11
first tract written in response to anti mormon attacks
the antimormon
anti mormon attacks in the press were not the
only problems facing joseph smith and the church at the
time
conflict between the mormon community and other
settlers in missouri had broken out into violence and had
led to the expulsion of the mormons from their property
although joseph smith and an army of over
in missouri
two hundred men had marched to missouri to assist the
saints in the redemption of their lands they had not
been successful and the mormons were forced to settle in
12
another section of that state
the church in ohio was also not without its problems
shortly after joseph smith and the members of zions camp
returnedf
returned accusations were made by disgruntled members of

mormonism

20

the army about alleged actions made by joseph and that he
was a false prophet A court was held by the high council
and joseph was exonerated of all charges even so several
of the disaffected eventually apostatized this however
was only a foreshadowing of the problems within the
mormon community that were on the verge of boiling over
in the summer of 1835 there arose another problem
within the ranks of the church
this concerned the
morality of joseph smith
there were rumors of sexual
impropriety between joseph and a seventeen year old girl
named fanny alger
this caused discord among the church
leadership particularly with oliver cowdery
in a
letter to his brother warren oliver referred to josephs
and fannys relationship as a dirty nasty filthy
rumors had already begun to be spread both
affair
within and without the church concerning the practice of
polygamy
later evidence has demonstrated that fanny
1
13
alger was joseph smiths first plural wife
without doubt the most devastating problem both
economically and morally to hit kirtland and the church
was the turmoil brought on by the failure of the kirtland
safety society antibanking
the company was
anti banking company

originally founded as

a bank on november

2

1836

however

the mormons were unable to obtain a charter for a state
so instead joseph smith and the other church
bank
joint stock company and issued notes
leaders created a jointstock

21

collected money the kirtland notes began to circulate
and the kirtland members took advantage of a period of
economic prosperity
the prosperity however was
within three weeks of its opening there
short lived
were signs of trouble within the company
because of the
oc
ing at that time major
occuring
nationwide economic crisis occurring
occur
curing
state banks refused to accept kirtland bank notes so the
notes came pouring back into kirtland to be redeemed
the only way to repay these notes was through land the
bank naturally soon failed causing intense problems
and

14
mormon community

within the
joseph smith had assumed debts for about 100000
his creditors were filing lawsuits against him as well as
other church leaders who had been involved with the
apostasy became a crisis in kirtland
while
comp4ay
comply
joseph and sidney rigdon were away on a trip to missouri
in the fall of 1837 a faction of the church in kirtland
tried to replace joseph as the head of the church referring
brigham young and a few
to him as a fallen prophet
others defended joseph smith and his position as a prophet
brigham was so forceful in his defence that he was eventually
forced to flee for his own life in the dead of winter
joseph smith and sidney rigdon followed suit on the night
of january 12 their families followed soon after
the
church in a state of disarray was at an alltime
all time low in
its short history
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july

by

6

1838

an exodus

from

kirtland of

515

upon
began
loyal
to
joseph
smith
the
still
arrival of the kirtland saints in missouri they found a
large and prosperous community of saints living in far
west caldwell county in the northern part of that
state
there were also members in ray daviess and
problems however were beginning
carroll counties
cormons
Mor mons
again
while the early settlers had at
agal n for the mormons
agai
first been friendly and accepting towards their mormon
neighbors they were beginning to resent the great influx
of population and the economic and social position of
strength that the latter day saints were quickly gaining
problems within the community and problems that had
followed from kirtland also caused a threat to the peace
and prosperity of the church

members

A

even

number of important members became

apostates

and john whitmer

among

dissenters and

these were oliver cowdery

lyman johnson

thomas

B

marsh

david
and

william W phelps these men took refuge about twenty five
miles away from far west and helped stir up agitation
cormons
Mor mons
and resentment against the mormons
the defection from
the church of these important men as well as financial
and other problems were used by anti mormon writers
in response to the dissenters and the problems that
were being caused in the community sidney rigdon suggested
in a speech given before the saints that a republican
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15

on the
society had the right to eject dissenters
fourth of july 1838 rigdon gave his famous salt sermon
cormons
mons
Mor
wherein he promised that if a mob came against the mormons

it

would be a war of extermination

this of course

was

mormon neighbors
nonmormon
not taken well by their non
rigdons statements of a war of retribution did

reconfirm for some members an idea that had
been secretly taught by a few men
while recent research
has shown that the term danite appears to have been a
however

description of the

communitys attempt to live as
a covenant community much like ancient israel as early
mormon

as june of 1838 a small band of men had begun to reinterpret
this purpose and use the organization for their own
means
As with the general body of the membership of the

the organization was created to provide community
service such as building houses gathering food caring
for the sick and assisting the scattered saints bearing
arms and providing protection was only one aspect of the

church

16

organization of Da
danites
canites
nites
apparently sampson avard was over one of the companies
which were divided into tens fifties and hundreds
avards group of men agreed that the mormon dissenters
must leave far west in order that the peace and prosperity
of the church could return although it was known as the
company
was
Da
claimed
avard
the
danites
canites
also
that
later
nites
called several other names including the big fan the
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daughters of zion the brothers of gideon and the avenging
angels
although the danites
canites were dedicated to the service of
the saints and their protection against the mob avard
went beyond the original intention of the organization by
ordering his men to steal from the gentile neighbors
non mormon community
and to create havoc among the nonmormon
it
is probable that avard and his followers performed these
1
7
measures17
measures1
acts under the guise of defensive measures which the
danite organization as a whole would have been following
during those times of difficulties in 1838
by the time
a halt was brought to avard and his followers they had
been involved in widespread pillaging spoiling and
18
10
ng
burning
burni
barni
the property of all who opposed the saints
in the subsequent court of inquiry of sampson avard
and some others for the atrocities committed during the
missourians
ians avard
conflict between the mormons and other Missour
successfully placed all the blame for his and the other
Da
danites1
nites action onto joseph smith sidney rigdon and the
danites
canites
19
although there appears to have
other church leaders
been no connection between joseph smith and other church
leaders and the illegal actions of avard and his associates
the existence of the canites
danites as a gang of murderers and
cheives and josephs supposed involvement with them has
theives
continued to be a popular theme in anti mormon literature
numerous are the tracts books and novels that have
1I
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broached the subject of the canites
danites and secret societies
Mor moms
of the mormoms
it is not positively known when and how

the theme of the danites
canites was first used in polemic writing
As early as 1841 however thomas sharp of warsaw illinois
had discussed it in his newspaper the warsaw signal by
1900 more than fifty six novels about the danites
canites had
been published in english these exposes and pseudo memoirs
were
popular reading for the victorians 20buttheinfatuation
werepopularreadingforthevictorians
but the infatuation
with the danites
canites continues to the present
the resentment and bitterness felt by the non mormons
in missouri erupted into violence on august 6 1838 the
daviess county election day the ensuing violence between
the mormons and their neighbors prompted the governor

lilburn

anti mormon from independence
assue
ssue on october 27 his infamous extermination
to iissue
wherein he stated that the mormons must be
order
91j21
f rom the state
exterminated or driven from
in consequence
of this order joseph smith and his associates were
eventually arrested and held in prison and the saints
were eventually driven from the state of missouri
W

boggs

an avowed

I1

the church proceeded to settle in
illinois where they were eventually joined by joseph
smith upon his escape from his missouri incarceration

the

members of

the place chosen for gathering was an area with large
tracts of available land around a small settlement called
commerce later renamed nauvoo by joseph smith nauvoo
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became the new headquarters

for the church and by december
of 1840 the town had been granted a generous city charter
by the state legislature after the saints moved there
it became an industrious fast growing metropolis
the enormous growth experienced by nauvoo was brought
about in a large way by the immigration of british saints
the first of these arrived on june 6 1840 led by john
moon
before the end of nauvoo 4733 british members of
the church sailed to america increasing the size of
22
nauvoo by nearly one third
the man who was influential in getting the city
accomodate the
charter which enabled nauvoo to grow and accommodate
large numbers of immigrants arriving was john C bennett
bennett had been quartermaster general of illinois before
coming to nauvoo in september 1840
shortly thereafter
he was baptised
baptized
bapti sed into the church on february 1 1841 he
became nauvoos first mayor
in february of that year
joseph smith as head
the nauvoo legion was organized
of the city militia was appointed as lieutenant general
and john C bennett was made major general
bennetts
rise to power was quick and impressive his fall was just
as quick
while acting as mayor counselor and confidant of
joseph smith bennett was secretly involved in several
women
community
with
of
he
various
the
affairs
illicit
had also tried to seduce several others using the guise
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that his attempts to engage in illicit intercourse were a
part of joseph smithy
smiths spiritual wife system joseph
also feared that bennett was secretly seeking his life
by may 19 1842 bennett had relenquished
relinquished his offices and
had been excommunicated from the church

supposedly on

terms with the brethren
the good feelings
however were as short lived as his membership
by july
sangamon
8
bennett had begun publishing articles in the sangamo

good

journal in springfield illinois
he accused joseph of
23
threatening
cious behaviour religious prostitution
licencious
licen
licentious
24
numerous
and
violence through the Da
danites
other crimes
canites
nites
along with his newspaper articles john C bennett
also lectured and wrote a book on joseph smith and the
mormons
cormons
Mor mons
the book the history of the saints or an
expose of joe smith and mormonism was published in
boston in 1842
the expose contained basically the same
things which had been printed in the articles but with
more detail
bennett stated that joseph smith like
mohammed of old was going to use his army to take over
he also discussed the immorality of the
the county
citizens of nauvoo and referred to the relief society a
womens organization as the cyprian saints and described
25
bennetts
josephs relations with various cyprian saints
bennett s
accusations added fuel to the many rumors of mormon
immorality circulating around western illinois and
mormon
was
preve
antimormon
prevelant
sentiment
in
the
anti
intensified
that
intentified
lant
intestified
testified
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at that time the publication of the book and the lectures
hurt the churchs already tarnished image and caused
internal problems as well
the denials of plural marriage not withstanding
critics and enemies of the church were still inclined to
believe that immoral activities were occurring in nauvoo
indeed bennetts detailed descriptions of cyprian saints
and other forms of religious prostitution confirmed in
the minds of the readers the reality of sexual incontinence
among the mormons
cormons
Mor mons
it has been shown that plural marriage did in fact
exist in nauvoo among selected members of the church
26
0
hierarchy
it has also been suggested that joseph
2
27
although
smith had as many as forty eight wives
bennetts accusations of sexual impropriety on the part
of joseph smith and other leaders of the church appear to
be highly exaggerated there seems to be at least some
basis for the charges there is little doubt that joseph
smiths marriage relationship with some of the women was
28
more than spiritual
perhaps the most compelling of bennetts charges was
although
that joseph smith had seduced married women
some of the charges appear to have been bennetts attempt
to cover his own improper activities there were instances
2
29
of married women being sealed to joseph smith
several
members
nonmembers
of the women sealed to joseph were married to non
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and

apostates

one can only imagine the confusion among

the membership of the church with rumors circulating
about such a practice
before the bennett episode the church had again
mormons
become economically and politically important
had used

their

new

found wealth and

political influence

to their advantage by attracting large amounts of business
to their mississippi river port and by electing those
whom they believed would be most beneficial to the church
this of course caused problems with the non mormon
settlers who lived in the area these neighbors were

particularly concerned with the

amazing growth

that

was

taking place in nauvoo and

and the

political

and economic impact

on them

by the

its environs
that it would have

publication of bennetts expose the people of illinois
were already in a very unfriendly mood toward the mormons
and what they believed to be strange religious doctrines
and unacceptable social and political practices
in the meantime joseph smith had been feverishly
working on a number of projects
he had directed the
planning and building of what for that time was a major
city in that part of the country he had also begun the
even so
construction of a large temple and a hotel
there is no doubt that his greatest accomplishments
during this time came in the introduction of new doctrines
and the redefining of old ones
it was in the few years
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before his death that joseph introduced to the church a
new concept of diety work for the salvation of those who
were deceased the temple endowment the doctrine of
eternal marriage and with it the doctrine of the plurality
of wives
plural marriage has been by far the most controversial
doctrine propagated by the church of jesus christ of
name
was finalized in 1838
day
the
latterday
saints
this
latter
was just as true when it was secretly taught to only the
elite of the early church while there is evidence that
joseph smith was practicing plural marriage as early as
the kirtland period he did not introduce the doctrine to
most members of the hierarchy until august 12 1843 when
hyrum smith read the revelation and announced the doctrine
30
joseph had officially
to the nauvoo high council
recorded the revelation a month earlier in the presence
of his brother hyrum and william clayton
several of the
leaders of the church were already aware of the doctrine
so the announcement caused a great rift between members
of the council and added substance to the rumors and
innuendos that had been circulating about nauvoo

the dissatisfaction of certain individuals over the
doctrine and practice of polygamy as well as other doctrines
and practices of joseph smith culminated in the
excommunications of key members of nauvoos political and
these dissenters included
ecclesiastical hierarchy
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william and wilson law charles and robert foster francis
and chauncey higbee and about two hundred others who
joined with them
the laws and a number of other dissenters proceeded
to publish a newspaper in which they could air their
on june 7 1844 the nauvoo expositor was
vences
grievences
grievances
grie
published denouncing joseph smith as a fallen prophet
the paper hinted at some of the women involved in spiritual
wifery
lifery with joseph smith and promised to divulge more in
on june 10
joseph
future issues of the newspaper
acta
smith as mayor and the city council took act4
lon against
action
the expositor they declared the paper a public nuisance
and proceeded to destroy the press scatter the type and
1
31
burn extra copies of the paper
the actions of smith and the nauvoo city council
brought about the expected criticism by non mormons and
intenstified the already tense atmosphere of anti mormon
sentiment
their actions were henceforth discussed in a
number of antimormon
anti mormon pamphlets as proof of the unsavory
character of joseph smith and his followers during the
next few days arrest warrants and writs of habeus
habeas corpus
were issued back and forth
josephs legal problems
already substantial multiplied as a result of the nauvoo
expositor incident
the feelings were so high on both
governor
thomas ford
of
the issue that illinois
sides
personally travelled to carthage the hancock county
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on june 25

seat

joseph and fourteen other leading
citizens of nauvoo were arrested for riot in consequence
of their participation in the destruction of the press
and paper their case was reviewed and they were released
on bonds pending their trial in october

that evening
were arrested on

joseph and his brother hyrum
warrant charging them with treason

however
a

john taylor willard richards and four
other men were immediately incarcerated in carthage jail
on the evening of june 27 only joseph hyrum john and

joseph

hyrum

willard remained in the jail
evening

a

up only a

stairs

at around five in the
mob of men rushed the jail the guards putting
meager resi
stence and began to rush up the
resistence
resistance

where the church leaders had been placed

shots

rang out and within a few moments both joseph and hyrum
smith were dead and john taylor was wounded

although the deaths of the prophet and patriarch
brought a short respite from the antimormon
anti mormon activity
the mormons were eventually forced to leave illinois
the mormon migration toward the west commenced in february
1846
the saints eventually settled in the great salt
lake valley in utah the first company of mormons arriving
on

july

24

1847

over the next decade the pioneers engaged themselves

in numerous projects that enabled them to have a strong
independent community
these various building projects
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were financed by a combination of the church the

territorial

private individuals this was in part
because of the lack of capital among the mormon pioneers
was
also because of the belief that all institutions
it
in mormondom ought to be under the influence of the
32
priesthood
belived they were
the mormons truly believed
building the lords empire in the great basin
the decade of the 1850s was also a time of interaction
and conflict with the united states government
in 1851
the first federally appointed officials to arrive in utah
a functioning territorial government and an independent
found
foundafunctioningterritorialgovernmentandanindependent
people somewhat resentful of their presence by september
of that year they had all left the territory claiming that
brigham youngs despotism and hostility toward the united
states government made it impossible for them to carry
33
out their duties
the difficulties caused by the
departure of these officials were soon smoothed over and
better officials were sent to utah
troubles with federally appointed officials did not
end with the first group that came and quickly left
in
1855 judge W W drummond arrived in utah with his mistress
his open immorality and poor job performance brought
about open conflict between himself and church leaders
4
34
within a short time he too had departed from utah
the inflammatory report which drummond filed was later
used in the tracts of various antimormon
anti mormon writers as

legislature

and

34

proof of

mormon

immorality

the climax of the mormon federal government conflict
was the utah war which occurred in 1857 58 an expeditionary
force was sent by president james buchanan who had been
influenced by the reports of the federal officials and
the democrats desire to appear as hard as the republicans
35
on the practice of plural marriage
although the
conflict was peacefully settled without a confrontation
it represents the degree of misunderstanding that existed
between the two institutions a misunderstanding which
would continue until the end of the nineteenth century
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CHAPTER 3
THE BEGININGS OF MORMONISM IN GREAT BRITAIN
BRITAINF

1837 1841

in the midst of the turmoil surrounding joseph smith
and his followers in kirtland joseph received a revelation
that would lead to the introduction of the gospel to many
thousands of people and would bring into the small church
much needed new blood
in june of 1837 a revelation
kimball to undertake a mission to
england
six additional missionaries were called to
on june 13
serve in this first mission to britain
heber C kimball orson hyde willard richards and
commanded

heber

C

joseph fielding left kirtland and traveled to new york
city where they met three other missionaries from canada
these three were john goodson isaac russell and john
on july 1 1837 the small party boarded the
snyder
garrick and set sail for england after a pleasant journey
of twenty days the ship anchored in the river mersey
opposite the city of liverpool kimball and several of his
companions were taken ashore in a small boat when the boat
was within about six feet of the shore
kimball
enthusiastically jumped ashore thus being the first
1
latterday
latter day saint missionary to touch british soil
As they disembarked from the ship the missionaries
39

40

acutely aware of the social and political problems
facing this ever expanding empire
shortly after their
vai the missionaries traveled north to the city of
arrival
arri
arrl val
preston which was the cotton manufacturing center of
england
here the elders witnessed an election and the
political and social turmoil surrounding it this was at
the time of the chartist movement which would continue
on into the forties and the great political agitation
2
that it fostered
their arrival was also within weeks
of the ascension of a new reigning monarch to the british
thrones
throne queen victoria of the house of hanover
it is
interesting to note that it was while walking through the
streets of preston that the missionaries noticed a political
banner proclaiming truth shall prevail
missionaries
the themissionaries
were so impressed
i mpr essed by the implications of the statement
that they immediately adopted the quote as the theme for
the introduction of their gospel message to this new
became

I
1

land

while these men perceived themselves to be true
messengers of the lord jesus christ they were not the
first to have come across the ocean from america with a
religious message to teach to their british cousins it
could be said that england in the 1830s was a field
white already to harvest for a number of american
evangelical groups these various groups had been coming
since the great revival movements in both america and

41

great britain in the early eighteenth century
popular
american evangelists such as lorenzo dow and asahel

influential in
nettleton
movement
which came to be known as trans atlanticrevivalism
movementwhichcametobeknownastrans
atlantic revivalism
were well accepted and highly

a
3

interesting aspect in the study of the popularity
of revivals and missionary work is the relationship of
religious devotion to the problems and economic prosperity
of the day
the intensity of religious revivals and
attendance at such generally increases during times of
impending economic and social turmoil
while the early
1830s had experienced such an increase in religious
by
Is
activity growth had slackened by the mid 1830
1830s
1839
however britain was again experiencing a rapid
increaseinamericanevangelicalinfluence
evangelical
increase in american evangelical influence this thisevangelical
influence can be explained in part because of the
introduction of new religious movements such as the
mormons and the millerite adventist groups proselyting in
4
britain thus as the newly arrived missionaries embarked
on their sacred mission they unknowingly became a part
of the intercontinental exchange of religious ideas
britain at the time of the first mission was a potpourri
of religious ideas and movements the principal church in
an

england was of course the church of england or anglican
church As the state church the anglican church enjoyed
immense power and

prestige

even sog
so
sol

several of the
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dissenting churches such as the presbyterians and methodists
dissentingchurchessuchasthepresbyteriansandmethodists
had accumulated large followings and had established a power
base which was perceived by the anglican leaders as a threat
to the elite position that they had at that time it was
among these dissenters especially those with millennial
interest that the missionaries had the most success because
these people were already isolated from the religious
mainstream
one study of

early

converts has shown that the
new religion brought by the missionaries was most popular
among the dissidents of the sectarian congregations who
mormon

disturbed by growing secular trends as well as the
bitter sectarian conflicts that raged between the various
5
mormonism appears to have been particularly
denominations
attractive to former followers of methodism the largest
6
percentage of members came from this religious background
the first preaching experience of the missionaries was
an
obvious indication of the attention given by nonconformists
anobviousindicationoftheattentiongivenbynonconformists
to the gospel message
shortly after their arrival in
preston the missionaries met
rev james fielding the brother
metrej
metrev
of joseph fielding on july 23 the rev james fielding
offered his pulpit to the american visitors for them to
preach their message to the congregation A large number
of people attended the meeting to find out what this new
religion had to offer both kimball and hyde described
the restoration of the gospel and bore their testimonies

were
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as to

its truthfulness
on

first session that

evening

fielding also spoke about the new
wednesday the 26th the missionaries again

elders goodson
church

in the

and

preached in james

fieldings vauxhall

chapel
shortly afterwards several people requested permission
to be baptized
these baptisms were scheduled for sunday
july 30 and were performed in the river ribble A large
george D watt
crowd had assembled to watch the baptisms
was the first one to be baptized having literally
literaily raced

to be first among the prospective converts of the nine people
baptized that day all were from rev james fieldings
congregation
the next day the missionaries baptized about eight more
in the evening it was decided that richards and
goodson would go to bedford russell and snyder to alston
cumberland and hyde fielding and kimball would stay and
by august 6 there were close
work in the preston area
7
preston
aty
members
to fifty
fty
in
fi
people

aided by the republication of a small
tract by orson hyde A timely warning to the people of
england
in september of that year the mormons rented
an old temperance hall known as the cockpit because of
its earlier use as a place for cock fights As a result

the

work was

of the many converts coming into the church the branch
in preston became too crowded
for this reason on
october 8 1837 the branch was divided into five separate
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ones

8

the great missionary endeavour had also met with success
in the other towns to which the elders had traveled russell
and snyder had traveled north to the market town of alston
where they had contacted friends and family within a month
they had enough members to create a small branch however
they were met with great opposition which depressed and
frustrated elder snyder and eventually caused his early
departure for home elder russell continued the work in
alston and was able to build a small branch of sixty members
9
in the face of persecution encouraged by the local clergy
who felt that this success was a threat to their churches
elders richards and goodson working in bedford had
also converted many souls to their new gospel upon their
arrival they had gone to visit the rev timothy mathews
a brother in
law to joseph fielding mathews was a talented
inlaw
and colorful individual who was known for preaching powerful
sermons to his congregation
both mathews and his wife
ann fielding were seekers and had expressed both interest
and concern about fraud in regards to the church before the
1
10
arrival of the missionaries in england
mathews had been curate of colnworth
Coln worth and bolnhurst
bornhurst
until 1830 at which time he became chaplain of the house
of industry in 1832 mathews was dismissed from his position
at the house of industry because he had been ordained
bishop in the primitive episcopal church by an american
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although mathews later claimed to have
been deceived by west he proceeded to organize several
congregations of the primitive episcopal church by march
named

1833

G

W

west

there were at least

mathews1
mathewss
of mathews
11
congregations in bedford and the surrounding area
900

members

1

in law james fielding at
like his brother
brotherinlaw
first opened his church to the missionaries but later
messege
closed it when he began to doubt the veracity of the message
mathews

cormons
Mor mons
of the mormons

missionaries had

after the first
baptized five

week

in bedford

the

of mathews
congregation
timothy mathews himself had expressed
desire to be baptized but is said to have been discouraged
on august 20 1837 ann wrote a letter
by his wife ann
to her brother joseph fielding stating that she believed
chastising
the book of mormon to be a fraud and chastizing
chast izing him for
having
intruding into james fieldings congregation
members

rejected the message of the elders
outspoken enemy of the church

mathews became an

112

in law joseph
in an undated letter to his brother
brotherin
fielding timothy mathews explained his views of the message
brought by the missionaries
1I am fully satisfied in my own mind from the
conversations 1I have had with the elders of the
church of latter day saints from the perusal of
the book of mormon and from the total want of all
power with which the apostles of old were endured
with that there is no ground for me to hesitate in
saying that 1I believe the whole to be a fable and
that joseph smith has been deceived either by
satan who has appeared to him as an angel of liast
liaht
liyqt
13
men
or that he has been the dupe of designing
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did his brother in law james fielding timothy
mathews continued on in his letter to express his concern
1
for joseph and his sisters I must say 1I do feel exceedingly
grieved that you and your dear sisters have fallen into the
As

hands of wicked and deluded men

1
14

in another part of the letter mathews explained that
the missionaries had not been led by the lord while they
were in bedford nor had they been baptized by the holy
ghost
he then again pled with joseph to recognize his

errors
I do pray

that the lord may open your eyes to
see the awful delusions into which you have fallen
upset
a
deep
cause
and deliver you
of
is
it
family that you and
both to myself and all the fa
our dear sisters have been fearfully deluded but
1I believe that many prayers are offered for your
deliverance
think not that we love your lies
yea we love you and al
them that love jesus
ail15
ali
all
15
1

J

F

1I

cannot but love you

thelastmentionoftimothymathewsl
the last mention of timothy mathews activitiesinvolving
activities involving
mormonism concerned his circulating hundreds of tracts in
1
16
northampton which discussed the spalding theory
the
defections of members of mathews congregations to both the
mormons and the irvingites
Irving ites had greatly impoverished him
in about 1839 mathews replaced john bowes in the hope street
chapel in liverpool he continued in that position until
the collapse of robert aitkens christian society in
1840
thereupon timothy mathews devoted his time to the
rebuilding of his bedford congregations at the time of
his death in 1845 he was one of the most successful
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1
17

nonconformist preachers in bedford
mathewss
shortly after mathews1
mathews rejection of the gospel john
goodson left richards in bedford and traveled back to america
with snyder
richards stayed on in bedford and baptized
1

there at the time of his departure from
Bed
bedfordin
bedford
in march 1838 there were two branches of the church
fordin
without doubt the greatest success for the church came
in the city of preston and the ribble valley such outlying
villages as eccleston chatburn and downham were the sites
of many conversions into the church among these were the
moons of ecclestown
Eccles town and jennetta richards
Richardst daughter of the
rev john richards of Walker
he too allowed the
walkerfold
fold
missionaries to preach in his church later closing the
doors of his chapel to them when they had begun to baptize
members of his congregation even so richards unlike
fielding and mathews remained a friend to the church this
was partly because of the marriage of his daughter jennetta
18
to willard richards on september 24 1838
a number of people

on sunday

april

8

1838

about seven hundred members

for a conference in the cockpit they represented close
to two thousand converts who had been baptized since the
gospel had been introduced in britain a year earlier
kimball and richards bade farewell to the members of the
church and on monday they departed for liverpool where they
had to wait until april 20 to sail to america
joseph
fielding willard richards and william clayton were selected
fieldingwillardrichardsandwilliamclaytonwereselected

met
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to preside over the mission after the departure of the

apostles
while awaiting the departure of the ship the new
presidency met with the two apostles and discussed any
one
future problems that might arise in the branches
possible problem was the threat of apostasy by thomas webster
of preston
kimball wrote a letter to the members of the
church in england stating that he believed webster would
indeed apostatize and would expose the mysteries which have
19
been committed to him
webster later did challenge the

authority of those presiding in britain

and was

against the church and
wrote a tract concerning the doctrines and lectured
against mormonism
from april 1838 to april 1840 joseph fielding and his
two councilors presided over the mission during that time
the church experienced both growth and various forms of
persecution A large branch was created in manchester and
smaller ones in such towns as bolton and stockport
the
gospel was also first introduced in scotland during this
he then turned

excommunicated

time

20

first incidents

of opposition to the
missionaries work was the publication of a pamphlet in the
lancashire area by a methodist minister known as the reverend
richard livesey the small tract an exposure of mormonism
one of the

was of
or
ened ffor
f ered
offered

sale about april

15

21
1838

joseph fielding
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discussed in his journal the effect that livesey had on the
church
in his entry for august 11 he mentioned a man
named livesey who had got some old tales from Ameri
amerl
cla
america
in some old newspapers and was persuaded to publish
22
them
he continued by discussing the effect that the
tract and liveseys lectures were having on some of the
members he also mentioned speaking to the saints about
23
the tract and satisfying their questions
interestingly enough one of richard livesey s staunchest
interestinglyenoughoneofrichardliveseysstaunchest
supporters was the rev james fielding in a letter to his
brother joseph james defends the integrity of mr livesey
now 1I hope you will not be offended because my
1I can assure you
remarks may come with power
from certain knowledge that your judgment of mr
R
liveseys spirit and design was not according
1I am speaking
to truth
in reference to the
1I have
meeting in the cockpit
cock pit last wednesday
been in his company several times and according
jud gement he is a man of deep piety and
to my best judgement
he has with him the most
devotedness to god
satisfactory credentials as to his moral and
religious character and never did 1I see a more
that
christ like spirit manifested by man than th
christlike
24
which mr

L

evinced

last

wednesday evening

thus richard livesey seems to have been the first to
publish an anti mormon tract in england very little is
known about him except that he was a native of west bradford
near clitheroe and that he had spent the principal part
of the last seven years in the united states before writing
25
was
a
appears
livesey
methodist
his tract
that
it
winchendon
endon
episcopal minister and had resided in Winch
massachusetts during his sojourn in america
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there are at least two similar accounts as to how livesey
came upon the material in his pamphlet
both accounts
appear to

sources and although they could
one story had
be considered biased are probably correct
livesey collecting the information from newspapers while
the other portrayed him finding them in old newspapers that
26
he had found in his trunk
whether or not livesey
accidently came upon the information or actively sought
it there is little doubt that he obtained the materials
A large portion of the material
while in america
was taken from ED howes mormonism unavailed
unvailed sic
the
main issues in this tract were the questionable character
of joseph smith and his family and their involvement in
money digging
livesey proceeded to explain how the
smith family was well known as fortune tellers and how
27
they used certain arts of juggling to find treasure
another theme developed by livesey was the notion that
the purpose of mormonism was to obtain money for a set of
unscrupulous men who from the start had been involved in
proof of this assertion he provided
asproofofthisassertionheprovided
deceitful activities As
deceitfulactivities
the spalding theory as an explanation for the book of mormon
and argued that members were expected to pay tithing and
consecrate their property to the church to support his
argument he published letters from warren parrish parley
P pratt and other disgruntled mormons who accused joseph
28
smith of deceit and theft
come from mormon
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although liveseys
liveseyIs tract was a rehash of old arguments
the importance of it should not be underestimated he was
the first in britain to introduce a number of themes that

writers

these themes
included the concept of the church as a fraudulent
money
making scheme that benefited only a few individuals
moneymaking
the questionable character of joseph smith and his family
and the less than sacred origins of the book of mormon
thomas webster a former member of the church also
would be used by numerous other

dwelt on the theme of mormonism as a money making scheme

step beyond livesey by quoting
extensively from a copy of the doctrine and covenants that
he had in his possession
in his tract which was published
in 1838 he stated that he had been given the book and told
to show it to no one else it is interesting to recall
that websters apostasy had been predicted by heber C
kimball before he left england
it is probable that the
term mysteries used in the letter referred to the revelations
concerning consecrating property to the church and paying
tithing these revelations of joseph smith were contained
in the doctrine and covenants and were printed in websters

webster

however

went a

tract
the bulk of websters tract some extracts from the
book of doctrine and covenants of the church of jesus christ
contained a compilation of numerous
of latter day saints
quotes showing that the aim of mormonism was making

52

in the last few pages he gave examples
of the evils of the new faith among these were the elders
11pretensions
pretensions to working miracles such as healing the

money

however

11

also hinted at sexual impropriety with a certain
29
farries when the elders attempted to heal her
sister parries
another pamphlet which addressed the theme of mormonism
as a fraudulent money making scheme was a little fourpage
four page
work published in cheltenham in 1840
the tract to the
followers of the latter day saints was penned by DL
navy st
namyst
st clair who claimed to be a captain in the royal navyst
clair began his essay by announcing that the mormons were
in england only for the peoples money and that they had
30
already left three families destitute in Hereford
herefordshire
shire
he then explained that the americans generally are the
most cunning and money getting people in the world and
31
their lies are quite astounding
statement
to support this statements
statementf st clair related various
revelations that he claimed the missionaries had given
some he claimed had told would be converts that they would
travel to america on a flying ship while others had promised
that a wall would be built through the atlantic ocean and
3
32
the people would be able to walk to america on a road
even more amazing was his description of the meeting place
of the saints as kirtland ohio which he described as a
33
slave settlement bordering on kentucky
it is obvious
that the object of this statement was to support his claims
sick

he
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against the

portraying americans in general and
mormons in particular as untrustworthy and unscrupulous
by describing americans as liars and associating
donebydescribingamericansasliarsandassociating
this was done
mormons with slavery
st clair was not the only writer to portray mormons
W
as being favorable to slavery
J morrish published
two tracts in ledbury Hereford
herefordshire
shire in 1840 in his second
tract morrish claimed that the mormons upheld slavery
rom the book of
he supported this statement by quoting ffrom
revelations section 102 verse 12 we do not believe it
right to interfere with bond servants neither preach the
gospel to nor baptize them contrary to the will and wish
mormons by

34

of their masters
the issue of slavery was used by these and later
writers because popular opinion in britain was against the
can system of slavery
slavery was an important
american
amerl
ameri
along with temperance societies and
evangelical issue
I1

other social organizations which had begun to gain
popularity in the early part of the nineteenth century
anti slavery organizations which were
there were several antislavery
vocal in their abhorrence of what they considered to be
by equating mormonism to slavery both
an evil practice
st clair and morrish hoped to cause enmity between the

british

cormons
Mor mons
and the mormons

other writers also attempted to depict the smith family
as disreputable by building on the foundation already laid
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by

richard livesey

the rev john simons

relating to the selfstyled
self
seif styled latter

A

few more

facts

saints is a good
example of a work which negatively stressed the character
of joseph smith in his introduction simons stated the
more 1I searched into the matter the more 1I became satisfied
that the whole was a deep laid scheme to pick the pockets
of poor and ignorant people and 1I have at length obtained
35
he then
the most convincing proof of this fact
proceeded to explain that a number of documents had been
day

brought over from america
simons stated that the material was gained from mormonism
simonsstatedthatthematerialwasgainedfrommormonism
gave eightarguments
unavailed
thengave
eight arguments to show the characters
unvailed he then
he
of those involved with the founding of the church
moneydigging
digging activities of the smiths and gave
related the money
examples of the evil character of joseph smith he discussed
the low characters of martin harris and oliver cowdery
these iincluded examples of lying quarreling intemperance
36
and the use of profanity
he also quoted from the doctrine
and covenants to show that mormonism was a plot to make easy
37
money off the unsuspecting
after restating the points that he had made in this
small tract simons warned his parishioners of the dangers
1
I warn
he wrote
of listening to the mormon doctrines
you for the sake of the lord jesus christ that if you will
follow the wicked and blasphemous doctrines which are now
taught among you you will plunge yourselves headlong into
I1
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everlasting misery

1138

perhaps in self defence against

missionaries simons also declared
that he had no interest in the gold and silver of the people
39
only their souls
theintegrityandsincerityofsimonscannotbedoubted
the integrity and sincerity of simons can not be doubted
he appears to have been a dedicated man well liked by his
parishioners he was the vicar of dymock a parish in the
county of gloucester he appears to have been a staunch
defender of the anglican church and to have combatted any
perceived enemy of it including the mormons against whom
he authored two tracts in his enthusiasm to defend the
anglican church against the missionaries simons is said
to have stirred up mobs against the mormons on several
440
on his death in 1866 a parishioner wrote a
occasions
poem honoring his long career and steadfastness
the
poem also shows perhaps a hint of sarcasm towards the
cormons
Mor mons
vain battle of simons against the mormons
comments made by mormon

is

he

gone

0

in dymock he preached near forty long years
the last forty years many changes have brought
mormonites
the Mormo
nites came and earnest they sought
for victims amongst us to blind and deceive
oh well 1I remember the vicar did grieve
that men so deluded and silly should be
to hearken to fraud of the vilest degree
ed with fervor to open the eyes
he laboured
labour
of those who were blinded with craft and with lies
1I blush with shame
but am forced to declare
that men so benighted away did repair
from dymocks fair land to columbias shore
where death they were told would seek them no
more
thus truth was despised and falsehood was sought
the church was neglected and folly was bought
0 0

0
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yet he preached and he prated he hoped and he
strove
were
from
parish
these
fraudulent
the
cheats
till drove
and now he is gone to receive his reward
41
for service performed for his master and lord
samuel haining was another writer who emphasized the
disreputable character of the church leaders however as
is the case with most of the pamphlets this theme was only
one aspect of his arguments against mormonism
the events
that led up to the publication of his lengthy pamphlet are

interesting
in september 1840 john taylor and two other missionaries
arrived on the isle of man
the isle of man being only
some thirty miles in length and twelve miles in width was
densely populated there were more than 47000 inhabitants
in 1840 on an island where the main source of income for
was
populace
fishing
several days after their
its
arrival it was decided that brothers clark and mitchell
should journey to ramsey where they would preach elder
taylor would stay in douglas the capital city of the
4
42
small island
john taylor rented a hall known as the wellington
rooms to preach in
he began a series of lectures and
within a short time had baptized several people
the
success of this new minister naturally began to attract
attention several members of the local clergy began to
complain one minister the rev thomas hamilton challenged
according to taylor hamilton was
taylor to a debate
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soundly defeated and he afterwards
43
ilaa very ignorant man
as fla

referred to hamilton

ormance
or
perf
mance the clergy
af
ter hamiltons
after
hamiltons disappointing performance
berf armance
sought other means to oppose taylor and his message A mr
J currans published a number of articles in the local
press which attacked taylor and the church taylor responded
to these attacks by publishing in article form what he
considered to be the churchs views on certain doctrines
which he had obtained from the writings of parley P pratt
as well as answers to the accusations in the manx liberal
and the manx sun
taylors articles were also published
in the LDS millennial star
another minister rev robert heys published three
cormons
john taylor responded to all
Mor mons
tracts against the mormons
three pamphlets all of his responses were published in
tract form the first under the title an answer to some
false statements and misrepresentations made by the rev
while no copies of the
robert heys wesleyan minister
rev heys pamphlets can be found an idea of the content
of the tracts can be discovered by reading john taylors
I1

rebuttals
taylor referred to heys use of the spalding theory
and other arguments imported from america

also attacked
heys use of richard liveseys tract and proceeded to show
discrepancies between heys and liveseys pamphlets
he
ended by reminding mr heys of the persecutions and suffering
he
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experienced by methodist ministers only a few years before
the arrival of mormonism and he questioned how they could
turn around and persecute others
it appears that john taylors replies were sufficient
to stop robert heys for taylor wrote
methodist local preachers promised to
in pecuniary measures and made use of the
assist
rev mr haining as their tool to do what they
could not get mr heys to do either to meet me in
public debate or to
against
public
deliver
lecture
44
some

principles
while robert heys appears to have been a traveling
minister from england whose only manx ties were that it was
within his jurisdiction rev samuel haining was a local
independent calvinist preacher who had been preaching in
my

0

douglas for a number of years
in 1840 he published a
lengthy pamphlet that was the substance of four lectures
which he had delivered to the people in douglas
the first lecture comprising the first nineteen pages
of the text

defense of the bible against any other
scripture haining compared the book of mormon to the koran
and stated that the bible should have no other scripture
added to it thus relegating the book of mormon to the
was a

status of the koran false scripture the second
lectures the largest portion of the tract were
the

third
attack

and
an

character of joseph smith
at the beginning of this section he wrote that not
nce the days of mohammed had there been a more awful
since
si
4
45
delusion to mislead men
from the start the character
on

I1

book of mormon and the
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of joseph smith had been evil and the nature of the mormon
scriptures was bad he wrote A more wild romantic tale
was never invented and published than that which is contained
4
46

in the book mormon
the substance of the fourth lecture was a criticism
of various doctrines of the church in particular beliefs
in priesthood and spiritual gifts he ended his pamphlet
by reminding the reader of people whom he felt had been
deluded and had led their followers astray
this list
included mohamet and his koran mrs buchan of scotland
4
47
and johanna southcott

probably the most interesting aspect of an otherwise
long and repetitious pamphlet was hainings comparison of
joseph smith to the founder of islam the prophet mohammed
samuel haining was not the first and certainly not the
last to refer to joseph smith in these terms A number
of contemporary works about joseph smith usually those that
were

critical
crl
cri tical of

him

insisted that joseph

had

referred to

48
40
mohammed

many aspects of mormonism
himself as a second
were compared to islam by these writers in particular
the visions that both men claimed to have the introduction
of new scripture and the perceived sensual nature of both
49
one english pamphleteer writing against
religions
mormonism in 1853 concluded that this new religion
bears
ve50
inmanyrespectsastrikingresemblancetomahometanism
in many respects a striking resemblance tomahometanism

shortly after the publication of samuel hainings
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richard davis also a manx resident continued
with the theme so ably presented by haining the theme of
daviss the imposture unmasked or A complete exposure of
davi
was that mormonism like islam is a
the mormon fraud
fraud into which the foolish and ill balanced are swept
he elaborately traced the history of the church and the
book of mormon giving what he considered to be absolute
proofs to the falsehood of the book and the evil character

pamphlet
I1

of joseph smith

davis went beyond what haining had discussed by
mentioning the troubles in missouri and suggesting that
the mormons were trying to drive the missourians out of
51
end
of
at
the
danites
canites
their state with the use of the Da
nites
the pamphlet he continued the theme of mohammed by comparing
the actions of joseph smith in missouri to those of the
founder of islam
but he again went beyond haining by
giving a structural analysis of the contents of the book
although simplistic in comparison to modern
of mormon
studiesf
studies
studlesf
studie

it

does offer some criticisms of the book
in use today two examples of criticisms

that
that

are still
are still in use are his attacks on the use of a compass
in the book of nephi and the word christ which is a
greek
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title

of office
although most of the tracts during these formative
years of the british mission generally follow along the same
themes created by

E

D

howe and

introduced into britain

61

richard livesey such as the bad character of joseph smith
and the other leaders of mormonism and a description and
refutation of the book of mormon several stand out for
by

their arguments
chewing the falsehood
is plain facts shewing
by the rev CS bush of over
and folly of the Mormo
mormonites
nites
peover
ceover near knutsford in lancashire even though bushs
tract offers little in the way of new information it is
worth noting because it was responded to by the LDS millennial
553
and also because it was used on several occasions
star
by other writers of anti mormon pamphlets the general theme
of the tract is the ignorance and deception of mormonism
one such pamphlet

its

in turn

appeals to the weak
wicked and ignorant who allow themselves to be deluded
cormons
Mor mons
by the mormons
to support these themes he used the
spalding theory and also referred to the missionaries as
5
54
uneducated
bush ended this short tract with an explanation for
and

founder which

he stated that it was
his fight against mormonism
because of his ordinational
al vows that he was fighting
ordination
against mormonism for
forr
if it shall happen the same
church or any member thereof take any hurt or hindrance
by reason of my negligence 1I should be guilty of a great

fault
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in sharp contrast with bushs claims of genuine concern
for those with whom he was entrusted was thomas taylor of

62
dy
an
account of the
manchester taylors tract was entitled
entitle
complete failure of an ordained priest of the latter day

although taylor discussed the book of mormon
saints
tsy
56
by referring to it in the same tone as a romance novel
the main subject of the pamphlet concerns an encounter that
taylor had with a certain mormon named mr mahon
mahon at first agreed to show taylor and some other
gentlemen that as a mormon he could speak in tongues
he failed in his attempt but when entirely frustrated and
angry he jumped to his feet and with a countenance of
demon like fury
spoke incoherent nonsense for several
57
minutes
falsehood
after giving some more evidence of the thefalsehood
of the church he concluded by stating
this production has no pretension to literary
I believe the candid reader will give me
merit
credit at least for purity of motive and sincerity
1 am
1
t

1

I have no party purpose to serve I
of heart
not a paid minister and consequently can have
nothing to apprehend on that ground although 1I
have for more than twenty years in the best way
thatgod1I was able directed the sinner to the lamb
lgwb
lowb
30
away
of
the sins of the world
that taketh

although mr taylors
purity of motive was probably
questioned by some of the readers the account of the failed
attempt of a mormon to speak in tongues was a popular theme
used by other writers in

concerned pretended

gifts

this

theme

and powers of the mormon

elders

later pamphlets

and miracles claimed to have been performed by them

both thomas webster and DL st clair attacked the
mormons
claims of power to receive revelations from
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59
god
godf
godr
and

william hewitt a former member of the churchy
church
correctly claimed that the mormons taught
that this
generation shall not pass away before england shall be
60
destroyed

the purpose of hewitts relating this revelation
appears to be twofold the first of course was what would
have been considered by the majority of people as a false
revelation indeed britain at that time was almost at the
height of her power and prestige
it would have seemed
unlikely to most people that england would soon be destroyed
the second reason was probably an attempt to portray the
mormons as foolish millenarians or perhaps treasonous and
anarchists and thus a threat to the stability of the
government another example of this theme is found in
thomas websters tract
webster claimed to have heard of
a member receiving a vision wherein he saw the eminent
destruction of england and the death of queen victoria
61
was
by beheading
hoped that this perceived threat
it
to the government and the suggested overthrow of society
would put enmity between the british people and the
mormons who were for the most part americans
obviously the writers of these tracts were trying to
show the differences between the majority of the people and
cormons
Mor mons
they had attempted to do this by portraying
the mormons
the mormons as strange and fanatical
another important
theme that emerged at this time was that mormonism appealed
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foolish ignorant and later
inherently evil and lascivious two good examples of the
period are from richard davis
theme from this early time
timeperiod
and CS bush
mormonism been confined to america
davis stated that had hadmormonism
he and others would probably not have noticed it except for
an example of the aberrations of the human mind
however

only to those

who

were weak

they had made rapid progress in england particularly the
manufacturing districts he also conceded that the converts
were not from the lowest ranks but were remarkable for

their moral character

O
0

their

problem was

that they

had
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studied the bible with an ill balanced mind
bush on the other hand was not as complimentary
toward the new adherents of mormonism in his plain facts
he wrote

suffer feeling
to stand in the place of reason and who for the
folly of poor sinful man setting forth strange
things have lost sight of gods word and their
have suffered themselves to be
christian faith
baptized among those who have been so baptized
wn for their weakness wickedness
some are well kay
known
k9y
63

weak and deluded men and women

who

and ignorance

bush thus

left

in the readers mind how he viewed
joined the mormon church both he and davis as
no doubt

those who
well as later writers made it clear that those who converted
to the LDS church had been deceived and had not had the
wisdom to untangle themselves from the web of mormonism
and while there would be a number of mormon apologists who
would claim and rightly so that the material was gleaned
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publications in america
it cannot be denied that these writers built upon the themes
that they borrowed from their american counterparts and
added various arguments of their own that encouraged numerous
other writers to borrow from them
some of
ofthemajorthemesofthepamphletseitherborrowed
the major themes of the pamphlets elther
either borrowed
or created by the writers were the spalding theory for the
origin of the book of mormon and the tainted character of
they also
joseph smith his family and his associates
charged that mormonism was a large scheme to obtain money
for the hierarchy that joseph smith was in both actions
and evilness the american mohammed and that mormonism
was not christian and was therefore in the same realm of
ians and others
fanaticism that the anabaptists Southcott
southcottians
from inflammatory and questionable

had been placed

thus mormonism was led by weak wicked
and ignorant people who attracted only their own type for
converts some of the lesser themes that became apparent
at this time involved the idea of mormons as supporters of
american slavery as foreigners invading england and as
many of these themes
home
homewreckers
with different
wreckers
variations became very important in the decades of the
mid
nineteenth century
midnineteenth
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CHAPTER 4
THE

development

MORMON IMAGERY
OF ANTI
IMAGERYr
antimormon

1842 1852

after the departure of the apostles from the british
isles parley P pratt remained behind to preside over
in 1842 the mission headquarters moved
from manchester to liverpool where it remained for over
half of a century pratt presided in england for a year
and then appointed thomas ward to be the mission president

the mission

who was

Hed
succeeded in 1843 by reuben bedlock
lock
hedlock

the period between 1842 and 1845 was a period of slow
growth for the mission
this was in part because of a
weak leadership which was evident in the failure of the
joint stock company which had been organized in 1845 to
promote emigration and related ventures
was
soon
it
apparent that the companys funds had been mismanaged
and brigham young sent apostles parley P pratt orson
hyde and john taylor back to england to settle the
problem
the joint stock company was disbanded in 1846
aware that the mission needed strong new leadership
brigham young sent wilford woodruff to preside
he
remained in england from 1845 to 1846 and was replaced by
orson hyde the church began to experience strong growth
shortly after the arrival of woodruff and by 1847 the
71
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church entered into an era of unprecedented growth in the
1
british isles0
isles

there were 30747 members of the church in
britain over 3000 more members than all of those living
2
in utah and the united states
the british church had
continued its rapid growth under the direction of orson
by 1850

spencer and then orson pratt

pratt

the prolific pamphleteer

fellow apostle franklin D richards
under richards direction the pearl of great
in 1850
price was first published as well as numerous other
important publications liverpool had become the printing
was succeeded by

center for the church and would continue in that role for
3
several more decades
in march 1851 the british government conducted a
was
religious census throughout england and wales
it
during that same year that the membership of the church
reached its highest level church records reveal that
membership was at 32894
the census showed that 7517
people attended LDS sunday morning services 11481
attended afternoon services and 16628 evening services
4
at 222 separate meeting places
not surprisingly most of the members were identified
as being from the working class this aspect was particularly
ninety one
true in the industrial centers of england
percent of those in attendance at LDS meetings in leeds
5
mormonism
for example were of the working class
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appears to have attracted the young lower class many of
6
them unmarried women generally in their 20s or 30s
for this reason many of the tracts published against

the

mormons were

directed toward the working class readers

because of this the pamphlets tended not to emphasize
deep doctrinal questions rather they generally emphasized

the great risks in following people of new religions
the pamphlets would usually go to great lengths to discourage
the readers whom it was presumed would be the working
class from joining the church and emigrating to america
two of the more popular methods used were two themes
that had begun with the first anti mormon tracts published
in great britain
these were the description of mormon
converts as foolish weak ignorant and dupes of a great
re
imposter and by redfering
refering
fering to the united states in negative
tones and encouraging anti
american sentiment
antiamerican
who

in describing the large numbers of british mormons
were emigrating to america charles smith in the

Mormo
mormonites
nites

their origin history

&

pretensions

Y

referred to them as the poor dupes who had been victimized
7
cormons
Mor mons
by the mormons
intelligence
another writer to question the intellegence
of converts to mormonism was a man named clarke
he
beg ining of his tract that it was not
beginning
stated in the begining
surprising that mormonism should attract the illiterate
and uninformed portion of the community
he readly
admitted however that it had been received by men of
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but they had unstable
intelligence
education and intellegence
8
minds to be led captive by the evil at his will
ironically clarke claimed to have been a former member
9
of the church
james dean of norwich on the other hand had never
been a member of the church he stated in the introduction
to his tract that after careful consideration he had
concluded that mormonism was and is a delusion and that
it could only be embraced by rogues for the sake of
obtaining an idle living and by simpletons to provide
1110
itlo
some account of the so called church of
them with it
in contrast explained that
the latter day saints 1852
ignorant people from england had been easily seduced by
the prospects of worldly prosperity which the society
11
11
ll perhaps both descriptions could have been
held out
considered accurate there is no doubt that both concepts
were accepted as truth
perhaps one of the most interesting
and amusing
first person accounts where both concepts are discussed
greennagh
Green lagh who was a cotton spinner
the one concerning james greenlagh
is theoneconcerningjamesgreenlaghwhowasacotton
Green
in egerton bolton le moors
greenlaughs
laughs account also
emphasized the antiamerican
anti american theme which in the case of
this tract was used to discourage the average working
class family from leaving the safety and comfort of england
Green lagh claimed to have been a
greennagh
in his narrative greenlagh
mormon who with his wife and four children emigrated to
1
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although there is no evidence of a james greenlagh
Green lagh
greennagh
in church membership records this possibility cannot be
ruled out just the same because of the style and level
greennagh
Green lagh
of writing it is highly improbable that greenlagh
himself wrote this tract it is even more probable that
the greenlaghs did not exist but were fictitious people
created by the writer probably a clergyman to represent
thus greenlaghs
the typical working class family
example of sensationalized
account could be consideredagood
considered a good exampleof
fiction used both as a selling point for tracts and as a
means to give a long lasting message
the account of the familys journey to and return
from america is indeed colorful and entertaining
it is
filled with many experiences and adventures which would
discourage the average person from undertaking such a
new
risky endeavor
to
he described travelling
orleans
tra
velling
where he encountered a dirty city destitute of morals and
filled with crime vice and poverty he mentioned the
awful plight of the slaves and then stated that because
of the slaves a laboring man did not have much of a
1
12
chance of finding work
the journey up the mississippi river was enlightening
during several stops along the way he
greennagh
Green lagh
for greenlagh

america

learned that the american people were hardened villains
and that they cheat foreigners who are tra
travelling
velling in
he also learned about the desperate
their country
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poverty of the laboring class due to the high unemployment
by the time he reached nauvoo he had become somewhat
disillusioned with what he had seen in america and with
the general discomfort in living conditions in comparison
13
to those in england
nauvoo was even more disappointing for greenlagh
greennagh
Green lagh and

his family
greet them

when

non mormon

offered

he explained

that

no one was

at the

dock to

they landed nor did anyone seem to care
about their arrival everyone was unfriendly and they
could not find any place to stay the first night until a
them

shelter in his barn

the next few days were filled with the fruitless
effort of finding work while his family had been allowed
to stay in the barn of a member family from england he
was unable to find a place they could rent because it was
too expensive he went on to describe the overpopulation
that nauvoo was experiencing he described the people as
looking sickly and poor he also explained that the city
was in a bad location and that some land could not grow a
blade of grass
after staying for only a few days the
1
14
family decided to leave
the next several pages of the tract were filled with
accounts of lack of food and shelter for the family and
poverty and unemployment for the american people in
during their journey from nauvoo to new york
general
greenlagh
Green lagh mentioned that the family passed through
city greennagh
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the birthplace of
had been known for
he described the
being practically

joseph smith where they heard that he
15
a
being lazy and for being
juggler
country that they traveled through as
devoid of plants

flowers

and

birds

also went to great lengths to show that the only
people who were friendly or helpful to him were english
finally after a short stay in new york city he and his
16
family were able to return to england
As farf
barf etched as this account seems it was not the
farfetched
only one of its type europeans have long been interested
in america this fascination with certain characteristics
of americans and their country continues to the present
numerous books and travelogues about america were published
during the nineteenth century for a public hungry for
adventure and fantasy
novels about the frontier were
prized as emotional safety valves for the millions caught
11
17
in the dull routine of tasks demanded by industrialization
european readers viewed america as the garden of the
world filled with beauty and great potential for freedom
and riches
at the same time they also envisioned

he

america as a wild and dangerous place

numerous books

recounted hairraising
hair raising stories of wild indians who were
known to commit heinous acts of savagery against the
and if the indians did not get the
helpless whites
traveler the animals and elements usually would europeans
were well aware of such creatures as ticks snakes
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bears

buffalo and other animals as well as
1
18
some made up by the more imaginative writers
respite however was not to be found among those who
savagery seemed to be inbred
had emigrated to america
among those who settled in the land
americans were
viewed as restless wanderers who were indifferent to the
traditional concept of home and family they were also
described as being gaunt and bony mouths stuffed with
1
19
tobacco and shifty grey eyes alert for financial gain
worse yet those on the frontier were portrayed as being
lawless and blood thirsty they were half civilized and
20
half savage
american religion was also viewed in the same extremes
as its geography and culture
the west in europeans
minds was either a religious desert or a land where
satan had triumphed in the eternal battle between good
221
and evil
those who were religious were regarded as
fanatics who were either illiterate and ignorant or were
degenerate sex fiends who used their churches to seduce
2
22
innocent women
writers of course would go into
lurid detail of the atrocities committed in the name of
religion that they had personally witnessed while traveling
wolvesv
wolves

through america

another writer who used the antiamerican
anti american theme was
edward brotherton
he began his pamphlet by announcing
that the church in america made few converts and that
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they were almost

later
he

entirely

123

ers
the class called loaf
loafers
as a discouragement for anyone considering emigration

stated that

a doctor had

had found multitudes
and other

rom
ffrom

ill

1

visited

nauvoo in 1844 and

from the fever and ague dysentery

illnesses caused

from lack of food and

shelter

that occurred in
nauvoo and that the people were buried without a coffin
in the nearest hole they could find
these things are
he lamented
done
with our own fellow countrymen
24
daily and on a large scale in the nineteenth century
he ended his piece with an address to the latter day saints
of england wherein he declared his hope of rescuing his
he then mentioned the numerous deaths

25
from mormonism

fellow countrymen
it appears that brotherton himself had been a
member of the mormon church and had possibly traveled
with his relatives to nauvoo
he was a cousin of thomas
and john brotherton who were manchester silk manufacturers
gained notoriety in
nauvoo for her accusations of impropriety on the part of
26
joseph smith
after returning from nauvoo brotherton
as well as martha brotherton

who

involved with another controversial religious
movement he was a swedenborgian
he was a believer in
became

spiritualistic

founded a short lived
periodical to express these views the dawn as it was
phenomena

and

published from 1860 to 1861
brotherton
born in manchester in 1814 was also concerned with

called

was
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popular education
he published a number of articles in
the manchester guardian and helped found the education
aid society which was instrumental in passing the education
act of 1870 edward brotherton died on 23 march 1866 in
27

cornbrooks
Corn
brook
cornbrook

manchester
william palmer a

prolific pamphleteer

from Chat
charteris
chatteris
is
chatter
teris

anti american theme in his
isle of ely also used an antiamerican
tract but concerned himself with the american missionaries
who came to britain to convert the people to mormonism
near the end of his pamphlet he addressed
adressed the british
you

are sincere not so the heads of
not so your teachers at least not
the mormon church
28
0
your foreign teachers they are not dupes but knaves
palmer
made a distinction
interesting
note
to
is
that
it
between teachers probably referring to native english
on
and
foreign
he
missionaries
teachers
asserted that
missi
onaries
fonaries
arles
aries
while english teachers may have been misguided american
teachers were dishonest rascals
this method of attack
was not limited to the mormon religion with the british
setting up individuals or organizations as perpetrators
of a foreign conspiracy was a successful way of creating
enmity between the targets of the press attacks and the
readers in a further attempt to distinguish the difference
between the english and the american church palmer
referred to conspiracies illegal associations and
mormon
military despotism that had occurred in nauvoo as
mormons
cormons
Mor mons

perhaps

I1

11
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or american sporty
sport

still it is

1129
29

english
two other important writers who used the antiamerican
anti american
theme in their tracts were john bowes and J B lowe
john bowes1
bowes large pamphlet was published in about 1850
one of over 220 tracts that he authored during his lifetime
bowes also was the publisher of two religious magazines
the christian magazine and the truth promoter issued
30
being a prolific writer was
between 1842 and 1874
only one aspect of john bowes remarkable life
he was born june 12 1804 at Swin
swineside
eside in coverdale
31
yorkshire to poor parents
in about june of 1817 he
joined the wesleyan methodist society
he later joined
the primitive methodists and became a traveling preacher
for them during this time he suffered the same persecutions
did
didf such as egging
that numerous primitive methodists dida
stoning verbal abuse and other manifestations of animosity
32
exhibited by the crowds
in 1830 he separated from all organized religions and
started his own mission at dundee he remained there for
a time and then began traveling from town to town preaching
during this time he again suffered
in the open air
persecution and legal prosecution for street preaching
speakers
speaker
he was a vigorous platform speakerf
err
speak
erf ever ready to combat
33
with socialists freethinkers or roman catholics
mormons could also have been included in that list of
burly
furly
fun

enemies

un
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fervor

also expressed in his advocacy of
temperance and of peace while minister of the aitkenite
chapel on hope street in liverpool bowes came into
conflict with robert aitken over his strict interpretation
of teetotalism
because of their disagreements bowes
34
was eventually forced to leave for manchester
in
1848 bowes was one of the representatives of england at
35
peace
congress
john bowes dedication to
the brussels
his religion and moral principles are indeed admirable
during the greater part of his life he refused to
accept a salary for his ministrations and he
seems to have supported himself and family
chiefly
famil y6chiefly
by the sale of his own tracts and books
bowes died at dundee scotland on 23 september 1874 aged
bowes

was
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his pamphlet against the latter day
mormons
with
bowes
american
the
contrasted
also
saints
persons
who have opened
by
ones
explaining
the british
their houses to entertain mormon priests in england say
that the yankees or americans were all destitute of
religion and generally bad men while several of the
337
he then
english mormons were sincere pious men
stated that the leaders in england were always americans
who did not work
but lived off of the money of the
38
native people
in a further attempt to alienate the mormons from the
british people bowes announced that mormonism panders
to tyranny and slavery
thus bowes used the slavery
on page four of
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argument in order to create animosity between the english
people and the foreign mision
missionaries
misionaries
in
aries and religion

order to accomplish this he used the same techniques
used in other tracts which was to quote from the doctrine
and covenants the statement about not interfering with
39
bond servants
this approach along with the antimormon
anti mormon
rhetoric and accounts of the payment of large sums of
money to travel to america was used to discourage would be
converts

josiah beatson

lowe was educated

at trinity college

and
dublin he received his BA in 1839 MA
BD
jude
DD in 1860
he was the curate of st
walton on the hill Lan
cashi re from 1850 to 1875
lancashire
lancashi
it
was during this time that he lectured and published
against the mormon church
he was the vicar of st
1880
michael toxteth park liverpool 1875
18751880
in 1880 he
40
was chosen to be rector of yoxhall
foxhall near burton on trent
yoxhall
foxhall is a parish in the county of stafford about seven
and a half miles north
east of lichfield in 1831 it had
northeast
1756 inhabitants the living was a little over seventeen
and a half pounds a year
lowe remained there until his
death on 25 june 1893
lowe appears to have been a colorful and somewhat
controversial individual
in 1865 a local periodical
published a short article on him the article explained
y
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he

is

of
life
complexion

a man somewhat beyond the prime of

middle height and spare figure of florid
and light hair with very little whisker a
broad intellectual looking forehead prominent
features and a general expression of countenance
indicative of decision of character and strength
beyond this his face
of will
is capable of
except in its
expressing very little indeed
lower parts it appears to be almost devoid of
that power of motion which is in some public
speakers a superadded sic faculty of eloquence
his voice is strong but hard without the
compensating quality of clearness
comparing
D

to ernest jones a chartist orator there is
the same absence of tenderness the same passionate
coldness bordering on cruelty in its tones and
the same sharp rapid and 41mechanically impetuous
mode of utterance in both
the latterday
latter day saint millennial star also took notice
of him on february 15 1852 an article appeared in the
star mentioning that on november 13 1851 the rev JB
lowe delivered a lecture on mormonism in the concert
hall in liverpool interestingly enough lowe also mentioned
his november lecture in one that he gave in march of
1852
it appears that lowe had published printed copies
of his first lecture one of which came into the hands of
an elder william collinson
collinson responded in a
public letter to lowe whereupon lowe printed a letter to
collinson on handbills asserting the truthfulness of what
he had said and printed announcing his lecture for march
him

8

the lecture and subsequent pamphlet contained the
usual arguments against the church rather than distinguish
between good but misguided british mormons and bad
cormons
Mor mons
can mormons
lowe defered
american
amerl
ameri
refered to the whole system of
I1
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mormonism as

un

english

42

the emphasis of lowes pamphlet concerns the
evil character of joseph smith and his associates doctrinal
cormons
Mor mons
problems of mormonism and the immorality of the mormons
the theme of joseph smith and his associates as
people with questionable and immoral characters was a
popular theme not only in great britain but also in the
united states where it originated with the beginning of

however

with the publication of richard

mormonism

pamphlet

this

theme became an

tracts concerning

mormonism

integral part of

some

liveseys
numerous

of the major pamphleteers

to discuss the character of joseph smith were F B
ashley william palmer john whitney and henry caswall
woodburn
Bucking hamshire
wooburn
FB ashley was the vicar of Wo
oburn buckinghamshire
he appears to have been a vocal opponent of mormonism
having written at least two pamphlets against the church
although ashley discussed joseph smith like most of the
other pamphlets of that genre the tract was a conglomeration
of several concepts the emphasis of his tract contained
the usual arguments against the book of mormon such as the
spaulding theory and the testimonies of various residents
of palmyra
it is obvious from his tract that he had
obtained his information from ED howes work which was
reprinted in 1840 or from the various copies in the form
of other tracts ashley like other writers also equated
the evil character of joseph smith with the idea that
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mormonism was a money
making
moneymaking

for the benifit
benefit of

this

was

also

its
a

fraud which had been created
founders
theme

expounded upon by william

his tract the external evidences of the book of
mormon was a step by step attack on the book of mormon
palmer began his work
and its translator and witnesses
by stating that joseph smith was A sorcerer a liar an
palmer

imposter

43

swindler
doubts of his opinion of joseph smith
a vagabond

a

lef

having leftt no
palmer then began

justifying his accusations
describing the character of the
smiths which according to his tract was anything but
good
he quoted from affidavits which related how joseph
he
smith got drunk and fought with some field laborers
then proceeded to discuss the witnesses of the book of
mormon
he listed eight points against the witnesses
which included such items as the relationship of the
witnesses to joseph smith their character financial
problems and other details of sordid activities
As an example of the evil character of smith and his
followers he portrayed the men as a group of necromancers
he related how smith used a peep stone to look for
one
buried treasure that was guarded by evil spirits
a large fat black wether stafford one of the men
time
had in his flock was taken to another rich spot
its
throat cut and led bleeding around the circle as a
he commenced by
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el 7

propitiation to the evil spirit

the devil kept his
44
money and the smiths ate his mutton
he also repeated
the story from howes book about the toad appearing to
joseph
the intent behind relating these instances of occult
activities was to show that if smith had been involved in
necromancy he could not have been a true prophet and
therefore mormonism was a hoax created to get gain
palmers pamphlet contained probably the most detailed
account of the smith connection to treasuredigging
treasure digging and
folk magic of any of the english tracts from that time
another of the numerous writers who used smith as the
target for their attack against mormonism was john whitney
whitneys work perhaps one of the more vehement attacks
on mormonism from that time took another approach to
show the folly of joseph smith and his church
in his
work he discussed the problems with joseph smith which
showed that he was not a man of god
he also related the
problems between smith and oliver cowdery
he explained
about cowderys apostasy and smiths accusations against
him
he also discussed doctrines such as temple work and
he warned that the most obscene and
the priesthood
were inundating
frantic orgies of mormonism teachings
45
the land
whitney ended his discussion against mormonism with
what he claimed to be the duties of a deacon from the
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caunos
Ra unos
temple in raunos
obviously the temple or
part of the
church of william smith at ramus illinois
oath reads
secondly if any person or persons come into
this temple and such persons are found to be
disturbers or instigators of the same you must
wring their necks double them neck and heels
together and throw them over the rails thirdly
thirdlyif
if
any body uglier
you go along the street and mee
lne
ine
46
than yourself knock them down

mormon

obviously this would have been quite shocking and somewhat
amusing to the readers of whitneys tract
it is also
obvious that this was not a teaching of the LDS church
the readers at that time however would probably not
have known that and many of them undoubtedly believed it
one of the more incredible and yet important stories
introduced during this period was that of henry caswall
although his work was written in the form of a travelogue
it should be considered more of an example of a polemic
travelogues
traveloguer
Travel ogues as has
tract than that of a travelogue
been mentioned were very popular at this period of time

travelers were fascinated with america the west in
particulars
particular and many returned to europe and wrote of
their experiences both real and imagined one writer
who combined myth and reality was marryat in his book
narrative of the travels and adventures of monsieur
violet interestingly enough marryat also discussed the
most of these
in his imaginative travelogue
cormons
Mor mons however did so only in
books that mentioned the mormons

mormons
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those that did go into great detail on the
mormons usually were of a negative tone and most were
written after the latterday
latter day saints had settled in the
great basin
mormons
cormons
Mor mons
Is
or three
henry caswalls
city
of
the
the
caswall
days at nauvoo in 1842 was a large tract of eighty two
4
47
pages and was published in london in 1842
it went
through several reprintings
reprint ings as did Ca
caswalls
swalls other works
48
on mormonism
indeed it would not be an overstatement
to say that henry caswall was one of the most influential
of britains anti mormon writers
henry caswall was born in 1810 in yately
bately hampshire
england into a family with a large estate and a prestigious
name
his mother was the niece of thomas burgess bishop
of st david and later of salisbury his father also a
clergyman was a direct descendant of sir george caswall
one
who had been a member of parliament for leominster
of henry caswalls younger brothers edward caswall also
became well known but in a more infamous manner
edward was educated at oxford and became curate of
sub castle in the diocese of salisbury however
stratford
stratfordsubcastle
he resigned his curacy shortly before joining the catholic
he attributed his conversion
church in january of 1847
to the writings of dr newman of the oxford movement
edward was recognized as an accomplished poet lyricist
and writer well before his conversion to catholicism
passing
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after his conversion

he used

his talents to defend his

religion
he became known as an oxford
pervert and his popularity waned 49
the effect that his younger brothers apostasy had on
henry can only be surmised but there is little doubt
by the
that it was a source of consternation for him
time of edwards conversion to catholicism henry had
already written his betterknown
better known works on mormonism
henry had begun his career working in the field of religion
in the united states where he had gone to study
rom kenyon college
henry caswall graduated ffrom
ohio
newly found

he became the
in 1830 and a MA in 1834
first ordained graduate of kenyon college being ordained
a deacon in the episcopal church by the bishop of ohio in
50
1831
caswall became the professor of theology at
kemper college in st louis missouri
kemper college
was established in 1841 by bishop kemper of missouri
as
an institution of higher learning for the training of the
51
clergy
the college however did not fare well and
eventually had to be closed
was
a
during
as
professor at the
tenure
caswalls
it
college that he became interested in the church of jesus
many
day
had
he
noticed
the
saints
christ of latterday
latter
english members traveling to nauvoo and decided to visit
the city upon visiting nauvoo caswall aptly expressed
his own feelings of envy over the success of the mormons

with a BA
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and

frustration for the failure of his college

and lack

of success of the church of england
1I feel almost ashamed for my
a churchman
elect
church when 1I ref
lect upon the heavy discouragements
reflect

As

afflict
bishop

which are suffered to

the amiable and
patient missionary
of missouri iowa and
why is kemper college the first and
wisconsin
only
onlyinstitutionofthechurchbeyondthemississippi
the mississippi
institution of the church beyondmormon
temp
permitted to languish while the
templeand
leand
the mormon university offer their delusive
attractions to the rising generation why is the
venerable bishop of illinois permitted to labour
almost alone while the missionaries of joseph smith
with a zeal worthy of the true church perambulate
e and plant their standard in every
0
his di
diocese

7
village52
village7
villager
village
after the failure of his school henry caswall returned
to england in 1842
he published his first tract the
cormons
Mor mons
city of the mormons
against the church in that same
7 52

year

during the next few years he wrote books and
pamphlets on such varying topics as the church in scotland
and religion in america
he also published several

longer works on mormonism
in 1848 after receiving a private act of parliament
which removed any disabilities attached to his ordination
figheldean
in the united states he was made the vicar of Figh
eldean
figheldean
eldean is a
wiltshire in the diocese of salisbury Figh
parish about four miles from amesbury not far from the

city of salisbury

in 1831 the parish contained 437
was a discharged vicarage with a sinecure

inhabitants it
53
rectory rated at 137
in 1860 he also became the
prebendary of salisbury
he held both offices until
1870 when he relinquished them and returned to america
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according to one source he died in franklin pennsylvania
54
on 17 december 1870

the main subject of caswalls first pamphlet was his
visit to nauvoo and his desire to prove joseph smith to
be a fraud
caswall stated that he obtained an ancient
greek manuscript of the psalter written upon parchment
513
55
on friday
and probably about six hundred years old
april 15th he boarded a steamboat for nauvoo taking
with him the greek psalter he arrived there sunday
morning
monni ng
he then proceeded to describe nauvoo and

its inhabitants

his language and descriptions as is the case with other
polemic works are filled with bias
in relating his
first meeting with the saints he wrote
perceived many groups of the peasantry of
old england their steady forms their clear
complex
complexions
completions
ions their heavy movements strongly
contrasting with the slight figure the sallow
visage and the elastic step of the american
there too were the bright and innocent
looks of little children who born among the
privileges of englands church baptized with her
consecrated waters and taught to pronounce her
prayers and repeat her catechism had now been
led into this den of heresy to listen to the
ravings of a false prophet and to imbibe 556bhe
principles of a delusion worse than paganism
the usual incidents of conflict with deluded mormons
and comments on their lack of intelligence and honesty
encompass the first twenty pages
was
at this point
it
in the text that he explained the purpose of his bringing
the greek psalter with him he wrote that on monday the
1I
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18th he crossed over the river from montrose
he was staying

iowa

where

his psalter and asked
he was not able to show

and showed a member

to have joseph smith look at it
smith the psalter until the next day
however he was
able to use the time to expose the ignorance of the
mormon leaders and confound them in their beliefs
he
explained how he visited several places of interest in
the city
his presence attracted the attention of the

inhabitants
transported across
including a mormon doctor

on the following morning he was

cormons
Mor mons
the river by several mormons
who discussed with him the missionary work in england
1
at this point caswall wrote I observed that 1I had
reason to believe that the conquests of mormonism in
britain had been principally among the comparatively

illiterate
by

and uneducated

this time they

this

he

partially admitted

c5
ca57

had reached the home of the prophet

followed by a crowd of curious mormons
get a glimpse of the mysterious book

who

were hoping to

he met joseph smith a short

distance from his home
and was informed that he could have an interview with
him
he then gives a detailed description of joseph
smith

coarse plebeian sensual person in
aspect and his countenance exhibits a curious
mixture of the knave and the clown
his hands
are large and fat and on one of his fingers he
wears a massive gold ring upon which 1I saw an
inscription his eyes appear deficient in that
he

is

a
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straightforward expression which often
s dress was of
characterizes an honest man 58
his
4i
country
coarse
manufacture
caswall then proceeded to recount the visit he had
upon seeing
and how he showed smith the greek psalter
the greek psalter and hearing caswall explain that he
thought it might be greek smith said
no it aint greek at all except perhaps a few
words
what aint greek is egyptian and what
greek
very
book
egyptian
is
is
this
aint
a
egyptian
dictionary
of
valuable
is
it
them figures is egyptian
hieroglyphics
hieroglyphics and them which follows is the
interpretation of the hieroglyphics written in
the reformed egyptian
them characters is like the 59letters that was
engraved on the golden plates
open and

ai

cormons
Mor mons
of course wanted to buy this
joseph and the mormons
valuable record but caswall refused
after a few more
minutes discussion and a walk to josephs office to
show the papyrus to caswall joseph disappeared
caswall
saw him driving away in a light wagon as fast as he
could
caswall and the multitude that had followed him
then engaged in a debate in the middle of the street on
doctrine and the prophet joseph smith the remainder of
the tract contains stories and statements concerning the
character and actions of joseph smith and the other
mormon leaders in addition there is an appendix containing
a statement of bishop kemper
the bishop of indiana
missouri iowa and other parts of the midwest on the
mormons and their activities
caswall no doubt included
him to add validity and authority to his work
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s tract was of great importance among antl
caswall
caswallstractwasofgreatimportanceamonganti
antimormon
anti mormon
story
writers one mormon apologist considers Ca
caswalls
swalls
of his visit to joseph smith and the greek psalter as the
most effective single contribution to anti mormon
00
60 before english writers had to depend
literature
upon the newspaper articles and other antimormon
anti mormon materials
that they could obtain however with the publication of

caswalls tract they

had an englishman who claimed to have

personally seen and talked with the mormon prophet
better yet caswall not only claimed to have visited the
prophet but to have proven that he was a fraud for the
opponents of mormonism

there are

this

was

indeed

a coup

caswall s
serious problems with caswalls
account first of all Ca
story
correspond
not
does
caswalls
swalls
with any other account of that time there is no mention
of henry caswall and his visit in public or personal
nor does caswalls description of joseph smith
records
agree wi
with
th any other of that time secondly caswall
61
changed his story of the visit at least six times
thus it is obvious that although henry caswall probably
visited nauvoo he did not have the famous interview with
62
0
the prophet which he claims to have had
whether or not the other writers who used caswalls
story were aware of this fact will never be known
in
all probability they did not know either way quite a
few writers referred to caswall and his experience
however some
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caswall of course was not the first nor the last to
although his story of the
attack the book of mormon
greek psalter was used by other writers the spalding
theory and examples of textual and historical errors were
the methods most often used
in mormonism unmasked
for example R clarke explained that there could not be
modern revelation and that the book of mormon therefore
63
was as much a revelation as arabian nights entertainment
in his tract clarke referred to both the spalding
theory and to caswalls greek psalter story clarke also
discussed terminology problems in the book of mormon he
attacked the use of greek terms such as christ in the
book the use of a compass by the family of lehi and the
04
64
eating of raw meat which was against the mosaic law
As a warning to his readers clarke wrote
mormonism is one of them a poison to the soul
and whosoeverdrinks
whosoever drinks in its blasphemies swallows
down its deceptions
neveu
never
will find to their nev
65
ending sorrow that its deadliness is eternal
in almost every pamphlet whether it was attacking
the character of joseph smith or the origin of the book
of mormon was a warning to the readers to beware of the
mormon missionaries and priests
A number of pamphlets
went a step further and made mormon claims to divine
power and authority one of the major themes discussed
an example of this is the tract written by charles
smith in which he warned of the pretended miracles performed
66
by the mormons and of their system of priestcraft 06
in
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friendly warnings

the subject of mormonism

published
in 1850 a country clergyman recounted a confrontation
he had with mormonite priests
in the tract he described
the debate that he had with the mormons concerning doctrine
he demanded that they perform miracles for him to which
they refused and concluded that they along with irvingites
Irving ites
quakers and roman catholics were wrong
probably one of the more detailed accounts of an
encounter between a mormon missionary and a member of the
established church is the one provided in james deans
he described how
tract mormonism not christianity
he desired to discuss the mormon religion with the mormons
in order to prove that it was false there were however
no mormons who wanted to meet with him and debate
finally a certain mormon elder by the name of mr buckingham
agreed to the meeting upon hearing that it was with mr
buckingham appeared to be cast
dean that he was to meet
down and asked in his usual oily tone of voice Is there
one nearer than norwich who could come 71
when asked why
he did not want dean
the best answer that he could ffind
ind
was
that dean was a liar and his pastor a devoted
on

O
0

infidel

67

according to dean the meeting did occur near knapton
the ensuing debate concerned various doctrines of the
church such as priesthood authority the godhead baptism
by immersion

and

spiritual gifts within the church

on
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each subject

dean was able to confound his opponent

at

the end of this self congratulatory work those present
decided in favor of mr dean and announced that they
would have no more to do with mormonism
although the tract appears to have been directed more
toward showing the ignorance of the mormon missionaries

it

just the

important doctrinal
most of the pamphlets tend to highlight the
questions
cormons
more sensational aspects of mormons
Mor mons
their history and
doctrines usually the deeper doctrinal aspects of the
does

same

discuss

some

religion are either avoided or are lightly touched upon
it would appear that the reason for the emphasis on the
sensate
onai was that it had more appeal to the general
sensational
sensati onal
reading public and would therefore have more selling
potential
one important exception to this general trend of
avoiding deep doctrinal and philosophical subjects was
waylder
tay1der
taylder
taylder except that
lder
ider little is known about waylder
TWP Tay
he was a noted british theologian residing at liverpoo168
liverpool
and obviously well
educated and intelligent
welleducated
his tract
cormons
Mor mons
or latter day saints
the materialism of the mormons
examined and exposed is one of the better written and
documented examples of this genre of literature
waylder
taylder utilized the wellknown
well known philosophers and
biblical scriptures in its defense of the immateriality
of god and its attack on the mormon concept of a corporeal
I1
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deity and the material nature of all things including
spirits he specifically discussed and attacked elder
orson pratts treatise the kingdom of god he stated as
his thesis that the mormon doctrine of deity is irrational
unscriptural and of no utility to man and derogatory to
0
god 69
he then used the next section of his pamphlet to
support his thesis
he began his defense by explaining
the soul is
that the spirit is purely immaterial
distinct from that which is pure spirit and that the
body is material
he supported this with st augustines
70
declaration that man is in the image of the holy trinity
in putting forth his assertion that mormonism is
unscriptural waylder
taylder suggested that mormonism is in
reality tritheism because it denies the unity of the
godhead and teaches of the material nature of three
71
he then used numerous scriptural references
substances
substancesO
to show that god could not only be in human form but
he of course
could be compared to a rock house etc
as proof of
also used hebrews 114 god is a spirit
the unsoundness of mormon doctrine
he concluded his work by claiming
true religion
the mormon
elevates man false religions humble god
god because it is not an omnipresent and perfect spiritual
existence is no god thus all those seeking to know
the truth and to improve their minds should study the
scriptures and beware of the nefarious falsehood of

100
loo
79
72
mormonism

the latterday
latter day saint church was fortunate to have in
england at the time of the publication of Tayl
taylders
ders
pamphlet one of its greatest thinkers
this was orson
pratt
orson pratt has been referred to as the most
prolific and perhaps most influential early mormon
73
75
on the whole however
orson was an
pamphleteer
populizer
elaborator a systematizer and popu
lizer of mormon
74
thought not an innovator nor an originator
beginning in june of 1849 orson pratt began publishing
in the latterday
latter day saint millennial star a rebuttal to the
Tay
charges made by TWP waylder
taylder
lder these articles were also
published in pamphlet form and widely distributed

pratts rebuttal
the

self

absurdities of immaterialism
is
fullest expression of his theory of intelligent

moving matter

75

in his response pratt attacked Tayl
taylders
ders concept of
pratt announced that he
the immateriality of a spirit
would show that immaterialism was irrational and opposed
to true philosophy and that an immaterial substance
could not exist pratt went as far as to declare that
those believing in the immaterial nature of god were in
776
he wrote that since the body exists
reality atheists
in space all aspects of it including its spirit essence
77
have a relation to its surrounding space
using the
same arguments for a material god pratt succeeded in
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presenting a logical explanation to his theory
Tay
prattsIs explanations were not
taylder
to waylder
lder however pratt
logical in 1855 he again responded to the doctrine of
the materiality of god as well as to other doctrines and
practices of mormonism in his book the mormons own
book or mormonism tried by its own standards reason and
although the two hundred page book offered
scripture
pratt s arguments
some interesting points in its rebuttal of pratts
tay1der
taylder
it was not as well written as his first work and waylder
relied on the old standbys of the spalding theory temple
ceremony

and polygamy

waylder was not the only one to attack the
TWP taylder
mormon doctrine of the materiality of god
the rev lowe
discussed the material nature of god in his lectures
while others added an attack on the doctrine to their
tracts although doctrines such as the materiality of
god were discussed in the various pamphlets
pamphletsf
pamphletsf it was rare
for them to contain only one theme rather these pamphlets
were usually a conglomeration of a number of the major
arguments against mormonism an example of this would be
mormonism an exposure of the impositions adopted by the
sect called the latter day saints
the tract was authored by the rev FB ashley vicar
woodburn in buckinghamshire
Bucking hamshire in 1851
buckinghamshiref
of wooburn
after the usual
discussion of mormon atrocities such as the Da
danites
canites
nites
swindling innocent victims out of their money the spalding
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theory and the evil character of the book of mormon
witnesses he discussed the doctrine concerning deity and
referred to the mormon god as an unknown god because it
78
he then stated that mormonism attracted
is material
1179
7
poor
thepoor
the
thedoor weak ignorant vain man
9

in mormonism exposed

john bowes also discussed

the mormon concept of deity wherein he attacked the
statement of christ to the jaredites
Jared ites that he was the
he also attacked the
father and the son as heresy
doctrine of the materiality of god and the eternal nature
he announced that the material god of the
of matter
Mormo
mormonites
nites is an unknown god in that as a material
being it could not be omnipresent omnipotent immutable
8
80
such as we are taught god is in the holy scriptures

another tract that attacked the belief in a material
god was a four page pamphlet printed in Orm
ormskirk
skirk lancashire
entitled mormonism or some of the false doctrines and
lying abominations of the so called latterday
latter day saints
the tract also discussed baptism and the spaulding
theory
these were the same subjects broached in T
the author also quoted
dixons mormonism or the bible
century
from henry caswalls the prophet of the nineteenth cen
and discussed spiritual wifery
lifery practiced by joseph
81
smith
although the theme of the immoral character
charcter of joseph
smith had been suggested very early in antimormon
anti mormon literature
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it

had been one of the

lesser themes for the first decade

of the church in britain

this began to change by the
this was due in part to the

late 1840s and early 1850s
stories that began circulating in england by word of
mouth and in news articles of sexual misconduct on the
part of the church leaders

these rumours were fanned by
the exposes of john C bennett and the van dusens
desens
the juxtaposing of sexual license and the temple
ceremony began with the first known expose on the mormon
temple
this was published by a husband and wife team
mcgee
and maria van dusen also spelled van
increase
zen
Deu
deluzen
they had both been members of the church in
deuzen
nauvoo
increase had held the office of seventy in the
according to the
melchizedek priesthood of the church
nauvoo Ttemple
tempie
le endowment register increase was born 25
may 1810
e
was
on
12
august
and his wife
born
maria
wif
bif
1824
both received their washings annointings and
82
endowments on 29 january 1846 in the nauvoo temple
shortly after their temple experience both increase
and maria apparently apostatized from the church and left
nauvoo for their native new york
by 1847 a pamphlet
concerning the innerworkings
inner workings of the nauvoo temple had
been published by them in albany new york
from 1847 to
1852 the van dusens
desens published at least seven pamphlets
on mormonism and their temple ceremony
the tracts
varied little in their content from each other
all of
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them claimed to

disclose the deep dark secrets of mormonism
the underlying message of the pamphlet was thinly
veiled eroticism and sexual incontinency of the ceremony
for according to the tract the first step taken in the
ceremony was for the couple to be separated undressed
and washed and annointed all over their body in explaining
this part of the ceremony increase wrote there is a
variety of ceremony going on in this room some of rather
to delicate a nature to speak of as this work is designed
to be read by all classes of both sex
thus leaving the
impression of lascivious behavior on the part of the
ft
83
mormons
cormons
Mor mons

van dusen also mentioned the

spiritual wife doctrine

the underlying message of sexuality had become
blatant the cover of the twelve and one half cent tract
portrays a man pointing to a woman draped provocatively
in some robes
the womans legs and left breast are
by 1852

within the text is found another illustration
entitled bridal couch of the spiritual wife
this
pictures a woman reclining on a couch with a robe covering
only the pubic area of her body
the text is even more interesting
rather than
recount his own experiences van dusen portrayed the
experiences of a young woman
he explains that she is
divested of the remainder of her clothing which
leaves her in a perfect state of nakedness the conductor
bare

1
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next takes this nude ffemale
emale into a bath of water and
84
washes her all over
As she is washed
the person
blesses different parts of her body such as her eyes
mouth etc van dusen of course emphasizes the more
your breast
personal aspects of the body by writing
that you may give suck to a numerous posterity your
ac
loins bowels &c
that you may conceive and bring forth
spiritual sons and daughters your
that you may
85
down
and so
to the feet
by leaving these blank he
allows the reader to try to envision something too explicit
to be printed
the rev john frere chaplain to the bishop of london
and rector of cottenham in the diocese of ely appears
to have been the first in england to pick up on the
temple ceremony as portrayed by the van dusens
desens
in his
tract frere relied upon the works of howe and caswall to
provide him with material to attack mormonism with the
usual arguments As with most of the other works of this
genre freres tract is a veritable regurgitation of
countless other pamphlets with such themes as the spaulding
theory the character of joseph smith and joseph smith
as an american mohammed
the two new themes of attack
that were based on the van dusen pamphlets were those
concerning the temple and its ceremonies and the doctrine
of celestial marriage or plurality of wives
by the publication of freres tract in 1850
the

log
106
theme
tempie and sexual licence had become intertwined
themeofthetempleandsexuallicencehadbecomeintertwined
of the temple

frere described the temple as according to van dusen
half church half hotel where joseph smith and others
established a mockery of religion consisting in burlesque
imitationsofholythingsinpreachingprayingprophesying
imitations of holy things in preaching praying prophesying
and dancing

86

another who also built on the theme of an immoral
system of permissiveness was the rev josiah beatson
lowe in one of his pamphlet
pamphletshe
she discussed what he termed
to be the mysteries of the kingdom which he had obtained
from a former member
they are as follows
the first is that the great jehovah has a
vense
heavenso
heavens
wife in the hea
vensO
hence they say the
idea of the women of jerusalem baking cakes to
the queen of heaven
the second is that prior to our spirits
coming into this world for bodies that in the
eternal world we may have had husbands and
wives and have begotten a large posterity
for
instance it was said of my wife wife of the
former mormon who had written lowe
that in
other planets she may have had several children
the writer says that he has learned other
mysteries
of such a character that he would
not like to commit them to writing
the spiritual wife doctrine by which a
plurality of wives is allowed was they say
revealed to joseph smith for the purpose of
begetting with greater facility for the numberless
spirits which are waiting in heaven for the same
but the privilege is chiefly confined to the
priesthood
he present head of
hence it is said that the
their church has as many as ninety wives and the
other officials in proportion to the rank which
they hold in the church
this doctrine is not
commonly taught apart from their gathering place
en enquired about is almost
whaen
in america but wuhen
07
invariably denied
lowe then explained that he had evidence of the
I1

L
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practice of plural marriage

cormons
Mor mons
he had
the mormons
obtained a book the report of the former judges from
utah territory which detailed the mormon practice of
polygamy
he also had former members stand up during the
lecture and give testimonials of the wickedness of the
one a mr roberts asserted that the poor did
church
not go to zion as had been promised that it was only

fine

young women

who

by

were sent

88

these testimonials

tract
his tract by stating that

were included in the

believed it
to be his moral obligation to bring forth to the public
1
I only regret
he writes
the information that he had
that 1I was not sooner aware of the extent to which the
evil had gone in this town that it might have been
lowe ended

he

89

he continued by imploring
arrested sooner
may 1I entreat all of you here present who know
what it is to pray and who feel the inutility
and vanity of every effort which is not blessed
may 1I beg of you to lift up your hearts
godmay
of god
to him to grant his blessing to beseech him on
behalf of our deluded countrymen that their eyes
may be opened before it is too late and so this
un english
this anti social anti
antl900 christian
ant
O

system may be banished from the land
desens and subsequent
the suggestion by the van dusens

mormon
temple
in
the
activities
added to the rumors and accusations of spiritual wifery
lifery
and foreligious
religious prostitution increased the perception of
the mormons as a sensual counterpart to islam and a
threat to the moral fabric and stability of the nation

writers
fo

of licentious
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images of an immoral mormon empire in the rocky mountains

of america began to be vividly described by the writers
As before these pamphlets profess to be
of pamphlets
warnings to fellow countrymen of the evils of this new

religious sect
an anonymous pamphlet

account of the so called
church of the latterday
latter day saints 1852 described utah as
one of the most artile
ffertile
ertile tracts of land in the western
hemisphere
and then proceeded to explain that ignorant
some

rom england had been
people ffrom
easily seduced by the
prospects of worldly prosperity which the society held
and by the freedom from some moral restraints
out
which it allowed for there can be no doubt that great
immorality was not only permitted but legalized under
1191
1
the sanction of religious rites
the author also
compared joseph smith and mormonism to mohammed and the
rise of islam in particularly with the creation of a
92
mormon state in the west
reverend william kelly of guernsey referred to joseph
smith as following in the steps of the false prophet of
he then stated that mahometanism and mormonism
arabia
993
are two gross delusions to hope for success
it
appears that this was one of kellys first works he was
born in 1821 and therefore would have been about
twenty
seven when he published this tract on mormonism
twentyseven
kelly was a prolific writer and before his death in
0

0

0

0

Is

ID
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1906

he published numerous

articles tracts

and books

various religious topics
mormonites
the Mormo
nites or latter day saints 1852 not only
supported the comments of william kelly but he mentioned
a journey which kelly made to utah where he saw for
94
himself that plural marriage was being practiced
the
last part of the fifteen page pamphlet is a comparison of
mormonism to islam
this of course was by referring to
joseph smith as a modern mohammed and then stating
on

and there

is another curious resemblance between

the arabian imposter mahomet and the american
mahomet
imposter joseph smith
in his book
reckons adultery among the deadly sins yet he
had seventeen wives and allowed all his followers
the same liberty joseph smith in his book talks
yet he allowed what he
much about adultery
bead
called spiritual wives and the present
present9gead
95
many
wives95
mormonite in america has a great
wives
one of the more interesting accounts of the spiritual
along
wife doctrine was a tract by JG deck in 1851
with the usual attacks on the book of mormon and various
mormon doctrines was the comparison of the mormons with
among his
joseph smith
the muslims and the claim
followers was introduced a system of female prostitution
of the most revolting character sanctioned by the name
96
of spiritual wife doctrine
he went on to explain
that a danite by the name of dr foster had caught joseph
smith trying to seduce his wife for that reason foster
published the nauvoo expositor which contained affidavits
of sixteen females whom joseph and others had attempted

110
97

to seduce
john bowes gave an interesting
in mormonism exposed
discussuion concerning the temple ceremony and the plurality
of wives chapter 2 of the pamphlet has the titillating
title hidden orgies of mormonism practiced in the
nauvoo temple it
bowes quoted extensively from the van
dusens works and described in detail the different
parts of the ceremony adding to it an air of scandal
in connection with the temple ceremony he explained the
wife doctrine he stated that it was the purpose
spiritualwife
spiritual
of the man in order to obtain for himself a large kingdom
get all the women he can consequently it subjects
to 11get
that portion of the female sex which he has influence
1198
over eventually to literal ruin
spiritual wife doctrine
in further explanation of the spiritualwife
or as he termed it
universal female prostitution f
bowes referred to edward brothertons account of plural
marriage in nauvoo he then described the system wherein
spiritual wifery
lifery was practiced
the system which was
described was taken from john C bennetts history of the
saints and involved the different degrees of the mormon
99
harem
after the description of the system bowes
1
emphatically stated
I trust that the fathers and
mothers and husbands of england will take care of their
wives and daughters and preserve them from ever being
contaminated by the pestilential breath of adulterers and

tors
fornica
fornicators

11100
100
loo

with this warning to the people of england can be
seen a trend that would come to fruition during the next
decade while the anti mormon tracts had in the beginning

dealt

doctrines of the church the book of
mormon
and the character of joseph smith
the later
pamphlets emphasized the moral condition of the mormons
and their marriage practices although several pamphlets
discussed this aspect in the late forties and early
fifties the sensual exposes would blossom after the
public announcement of plural marriage in august of 1852
more with the
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CHAPTER 5
THE GATES OF THE MORMON HELL OPENED

the period from

1860
1853
18531860

to 1860 was one of decline for
the church in britain
the number of conferences an
organizational unit in the british mission peaked at
thirty three in 1855 and then began to numerically decline
thirtythree
1
afterwards
this coincided with a general decrease in
church membership in the british isles the decade of the
1850s marked the largest drop in membership in the history
of the british mission with a fifty five percent change
2
in membership from 30747 in 1850 to 13853 in 1860
one of the major causes of such a large decline in
membership in britain was of course the great amount of
people who emigrated to utah
for example between the
years 1856 to 1860 at least ten companies of british
saints traveled by handcart to the utah territory
excommunication was another reason for the decrease in
members
although excommunication had been used as a
process for weeding out the undesirables and apostates
from the outset of the british mission it became a more
common practice during the turbulent decade of the 1850s
added to these other factors was a decline in the number
of baptisms
1853

119

120
As

has been the case since the introduction of the

gospel in britain

the british members have been greatly
affected by events occurring in the united states
naturally considering the theological makeup and hierarchical
naturallyconsideringthetheologicalmakeupandhierarchial
hierarchial
lal
ial
hierarch
nature of the church this would be expected
this was

particularly true with several events of religious
social and political significance
the first and by far the major event of the decade
was the public announcement of plural marriage
this
occurred at a special conference held in salt lake city
although
utah on the 28th and 29th of august 1852

certain

members of the church had been

practicing plural

marriage for almost a decade before the public announcement
the official church stance prior to this august meeting

denial
several factors however influenced the mormon
leaders decision to openly defend their practice of
plural marriage
these included 1 the charges of
2
runaway federal appointees in 1851
the approaching
3
end to mormon isolation and 3 mormon millennialism
because of the numerous stories filtering back east from
the rocky mountains and the uproar caused by the returning
federal appointees it was decided that the doctrine

was

should not only be announced but should be done so with
a well thought out justification for the practice
this
was accomplished by elder orson pratt

121

orson pratt had first come into contact with plural
marriage in 1842 following his return from a mission to

the british isles nauvoo at that time was in a state of
turmoil over the charges and countercharges of bigamy and
adultery being hurled between joseph smith and john C
some of the accusations involved supposed
bennett
sexual encounters between bennett and pratts wife
sarah as well as claims of attempted seductions on the
part of the prophet As a result of these charges and the
ensuing personal and spiritual conflict orson pratt was
excommunicated in august of that year
by the time that
he was reinstated into the church he had been able to
reconcile his differences with the doctrine of plural
4

marriage and became a staunch defender of it
pratts discourse was a well executed argument in
favor of the plurality of wives
rather than being on
offensives
offensive
the defensive pratt came out on the offen
sives a practice
siver
sivel
5

doctrine
in his speech he gave specific reasons for the practice
of plural marriage these were
which was followed by other defenders of the

the
fulfill
tco
ttofco
to multiply

given to adam and
eve
2
and replenish the earth
take part in the promises made to abraham and his
3
family
the earths population must believe
in polygamy realizing that monogamy was the
4
exception historically not the rule
accept
that the practice of polygamy would reform the
world morally and socially and that monogamy was
unnatural and invited immorality and 5 realize
that spirit children of god waited in a preexistent
state for a noble parentage on earth who would
train them properly to help usher in the kingdom
1

commandment
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of god

6

although news of the announcement reached britain
before the close of the year the official announcement
was not published until the first part of january in
1853

the

latter

day

saint
aint millennial star issued

a

special supplement which reported the meeting verbatim
the reaction of the british members and populace in
general varied from person to person while there were
a number of apostacies in consequence of the announcement
most of the members remained in the church

from the

majority of the british people however there was a
negative reaction
the public announcement of plural marriage was not
two other
the only event affecting the british members
american events had impact on the members in britain
the first of these two events was what has come to be
known as the mormon reformation
this reformation originated with a speech given on september
we need
21 1856 by brigham young in which he declared
a reformation in the midst of this people we need a
7
thorough reform
troubled by what they perceived to be
a lack of commitment to the work of the lord and the
building up of his kingdom the leaders of the church
began a series of speeches in the numerous communities
demanding a renewel
renewal of covenants

As an

outward show of
commitment to the reformation the members were encouraged
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re
rebaptized
to be rebaptizer
baptized spearheading this revivalistic fervor
was jedediah M grant counselor to brigham young
the enthusiasm of this reform movement reached england
in november 1856
in a letter dated 30 october 1856
brigham young instructed orson pratt the british mission
president at that time to begin the reform movement in
the british isles he wrote the saints are dead and do
not drink at the living fountain
the fire of the almighty
president young then requested the
is not in them
mission
missi on leaders to trim off the dead branches so that
19
the tree may thrive grow and expand
the reform movement in england was not as effective
as it had been in america but it did serve the purpose
of weeding out weak and inactive members in the british
on
mission
the task of setting the church in order was
missi
carried out in a large measure by elder ezra T benson
a counselor in the mission presidency
members were
requested to renew their covenants and commit to the law
of tithing word of wisdom and other gospel principles
As with their fellow brethren in america they were to be
1
10
re
rebaptized
rebaptizer
baptized as a show of recommitment to the gospel
the impact of this reform in england was in fact
1111
13
more one of pruning than of reforming
indeed it
appears that large numbers of members either dropped away
and were lost or were excommunicated during this difficult
many
including several branch presidents
decade
80

I1
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zd
pratt
re
rebaptized
refused to reform and be rebaptizer
reported
report
baptized elder
when the branches are all trimmed and set in
in 1857
order the saints in these lands will not number more
12
many
as
than about one half as
in 1850
the need for reform was not limited to the british
members
in 1860 when elders amasa lyman and charles C
rich took over the british mission they found that
during the years previous to their arrival large sums
had been diverted from the tithing funds to support some
13
missionaries in fine circumstances
because of this
abuse with church funds brigham young ordered that
tithing funds no longer be used to support missionaries
by 1860 the number of missionaries being sent from
america had decreased appreciably
this pattern had
begun when the united states government sent an army to
As a means of protection against the
utah in 1857
perceived threat brigham young ordered the return of all
outlying colonies and all missionaries in the various
parts of the world As a result of this directive the
british isles were left without missionary support from
america
in 1858 no missionaries were sent out and
only eighteen were sent out in 1859
this decrease in
the number of missionaries being sent lasted for over a
decade for while fortyeight
forty eight missionaries were sent to
england in 1860 only six were sent in 1861 due to the

american

civil

14
war
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of even greater consequence to the growth and stability
of the british church was the introduction of new doctrines
As has already been noted
the public announcement of
plural marriage caused a sensation among british members
and nonmembers

alike

and

although most members were

reluctantly able to reconcile the doctrine of plural
marriage they were shortly thereafter faced with an
even more difficult doctrine to digest this was what has
to be

come

on

known

april

9

as the adam god doctrine
1852 brigham young declared in a session

of general conference
jew
and
of
the
inhabitants
earth
it
gentile saint and sinner when our father adam
came into the garden of eden he came into it
with a celestial body and brought eve one of
he helped to make and
his wives with him
organize this world he is MICHAEL the archangel
the ANCIENT OF DAYS about whom holey men have
spoken he is our father and our god
written and spokenhe
every
and the only god with whom we have to do
man upon the earth
professing christians and
non
know
and
nmst
nonprofessing
emst
hear
will
professing
it
it
nivt
niet
15
sooner or later
now

hear

0

in the same discourse brigham went on to explain jesus
our elder brother was begotten in the flesh by the same
character that was in the garden of eden and who is our
10
16
again at the same special conference
father in heaven
on the 28th and 29th of august brigham young enlarged

his theory of the eternal plan of creating and
1
17
populating worlds each with an adam
was
year
a
was
over
introduced
before
doctrine
this
it
on november 26 1853 the
to the members in britain
upon
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latter
april

day

saints

1852 speech

father

and god

millennial star published brighams

title

verbatim

under the

this

followed a week

was

our

adam

later

by an

editorial entitled our father adam and yet a third
editorial two weeks later titled ADAM THE FATHER AND
1118
18

GOD OF THE HUMAN FAMILY

although the editorial

was

well written

not

all

of
yet

the british saints were convinced for that reason
a third editorial was published two weeks later in support
a
of the new doctrine
ended
with
rather inflammatory
it
comment

should
it
mysteries

that these wonderful
as they are supposed to be are only

be borne in mind

mysteries because of the ignorance of men and
when men and women are troubled in spirit over
those things which come to light through the
proper channel of intelligence
only
intellegence they 15nly
betray
19
their weakness ignorance and folly
the doctrine continued to be a thorn in the side
for the members and the missionaries
at a special
three day missionary conference held in london june
26 28 1854 elder thomas caffell
caff ell
eil
eli reported that some of
they
the officers have not met in council for three years
are lacking faith on one principle
the last cat that
1120
bage
was let out of the bag
there does however seem to
be a serious discrepancy with this statement since the
adamgod
adam god theory was not introduced to the saints until
november 1853 less than a year before the missionary
even so the adamgod
adam god doctrine did prove to
conference
1
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be a major stumbling block for the members in
57
by 1856
185657

as

it

still as controversial
first announced it was around this

the doctrine was

had been when

time that brigham young

less emphatically

and

previous four years
by 1860

britain

advanced his doctrine

distinctly

less frequently than during the

21

brigham had advised members of the quorum of

the twelve to avoid public discussion of the doctrine
this controversial doctrine eventually ceased to be
taught with the death of brigham young and his closest

associates
the announcement of this

new

and in the eyes of

traditional christians erratic concept of the nature of
diety added fodder for the burning pens of anti mormon
writers at least four pamphlets written in the middle
to late 1850s mention brigham youngs teachings concerning
adam as god

one of the

tracts

which discussed the adam god

doctrine

Tayl
Tay
taylders
taylder
ider
lder
TWP waylder
derss twenty reasons for rejecting mormonism
Tay
waylder
taylder
lder who had already written several works concerning
the history and doctrines of mormonism appears to have
brought together a compilation of various anti mormon
arguments although Tayl
taylders
ders emphasis was on matters of
doctrine it was not as well written as his first work
the materialism of the mormons
the tract discussed several issues including the

was
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problems with the book of mormon

the spaulding theory
cormons
Mor mons
nature of diety importance of baptism among the mormons
22
mormon
and the
churchs tolerance of slavery
it also
condemned the church for its immorality using as evidence

latterday
latter day saints practice
ceremony
as related
the temple ceremonyas
the

of plural marriage and
23

desens
the van dusens
immediately
Immedi
immediatly
immediatlyfollowingthestatementsconcerningtheimmorality
atly following the statements concerning the immorality
cormons
Mor mons waylder
and licentiousness of the mormons
taylder declared that
the eighteenth reason for rejecting mormonism is because
24
mormonism is a system of the most galling priestcraft
support
of this declaration that he addressed
in
is
it
he then quoted
the mormon doctrine concerning adam god
from the minutes of the speci
apeci
special
al general conference that
was held in london june 26
28
1854 during which time
2628
an elder joseph hall declared
relative to the principle
recently revealed we have not the least difficulty if
adams being our father and god cannot be proved by the
ca
25
waylder
taylder
to Tay
lder this was proof of
bible it is alright
the members
members mental slavery to the doctrines and statements
26
given by their leaders
another reference to the doctrine was given in a
lengthy pamphlet authored by william cook a former
member cook was born in bedford on 26 february 1805
he
married sarah butler in november 1836 and was still
livinginbedfordshirewhencontactedbymormonmissionaries
living in Bedford
bedfordshire
shire when contacted by mormon missionaries
27
he was baptized on 10 november 1840
in 1851 he was
I1

c3

by
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listed
at

37
37v

as manager at a general depot for publications
28
jewin
cewin street london
and was listed on several

occasions as a book agent and as handling monies for

tracts

and books

upon leaving

the church

cook proceeded

to write

cormons
Mor mons
several exposes on mormonism one of these the mormons
briefly discussed the doctrine
the dream and the reality
real
by quoting from a speech that brigham young supposedly

it states

gave

then proved to you that adam is the only god we
have to do with that he alone governs this world
of ours
well how did he get his exaltation
why in just the same way as you and 261I have to get
ours if ever we reign over worlds
1I

As

brief as cooks explanation

was

concerning the

adamgod
adam god doctrine john E davis was even shorter
for
while he quoted brigham young in his discussion of blood
atonement he only mentioned that brigham had taught that

that the lord jesus christ is his
son
he also stated that brigham had informed the people
that eve was not taken from the rib of adam but that she
had been created the same way adam had been and that
they should not think that god made the woman in the
same manner as people make daubies
daubins in salt lake to build
1130
houses
like cooks tract the majority of davis
treatise related his experiences while crossing the
plains to utah and the abominations that he found in the
teachings and practices of mormonism

adam

is our

god

and
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with the previous

tracts discussed

the lengthy
work of samuel hawthornwaite
Hawthorn waite also mentioned the adam god
hawthornwaites
doctrine as well as the plurality of gods Hawthorn
waites
tract is over one hundred and thirtytwo
thirty two pages and covers
many topics most of them emphasizing the immorality of
As

mormons
mons
Mor
samuel Hawthorn
hawthornwaite
waite was also a former
the cormons
member of the church
Hawthorn
hawthornwaite
waite appears to have been
an interesting and gifted man
he was born to peter and
Hawthorn waite on december 25 1825 in leeds
elizabeth hawthornwaite
he was listed as living at 16 clarendon street hulme
manchester when he was introduced to the mormon church
on february 27 1848 he was baptized a member of the
church by thomas stell he became a member of the manchester
1
31
conference
waltes
during the first few years of hawthornwaite
hawthornwaites
Hawthorn waites
walte s membership
waite
in the church it appears that he was actively involved
and supported the doctrines expounded by the church and
its leaders this involvement extended to the publication
of two of his poems in the LDS millennial star
the
may
published
of 1849 describes the feelings
in
first
that he must have felt at the time of his baptism into
the church
THE BAPTI
SIMAL STREAM
baptisimal
oh water 1I love thee thy stream as it flows
both cheers and revives me as onward it goes
neer planted the hart for thy sweet cooling drink
nor hung he his tongue nor lay on thy brink
nor drank with more joy than 1I did esteem
the pure cleansing liquid that runs in thy stream
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the night was serene the stars sung their glees
the nightingales song ran along with the breeze
the grass seemed to smile as it stood on the green
As 1I was immersed in the pure liquid stream
how grand was the scene in the sweet woodland air
to hear the sweet voice of my brother in prayer
of such a sweet spot not a mortal can dream 32
unless he goes with us to wash in the stream
this touching poem was followed a year later by another
poem which was also lyrics for a song set to the tune of
god save the queen
prayer
saints
oh lord thy people bless
arm them with holiness
hear us we pray
when troubles bow them down
when friends upon them frown
oh lord preserve thine own
hear us

we

pray

when dread diseases are
make them thy special care

thy power display
stretch forth thine arm of love
the faithful prove
let all
they have a friend above
hear us we pray
when crossing oer the deep
thy flock in safety keep
from every harm
when winds and waves roll high
when clouds olerspread
overspread
oerspread
oer
oler spread the sky
be thou for ever nigh
hear us we pray

to war
fear
be near them then

when nations wish
when men begin to

bid angels gaurd their

way

watch oer them day by day
nor let their footsteps istray
ray
33
even so amen

samuel Hawthorn
hawthornwaite
waite did not follow his

advice
although he had been a counselor in the hulme branch he
own
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began to have

difficulties

with both doctrines as well as

relations with local leaders

in 1851 he brought charges
of polygamy against elder cyrus wheelock who was at
34
that time the president of the manchester conference
As a result of his accusations and problems with the law
of tithing on 30 october 1851 he had his priesthood
taken from him he continued to oppose the doctrine and
practice of plural marriage and thus was cut off from
35
the church on august 19 1852
waites
waltes
As already mentioned the bulk of samuel hawthornwaites
Hawthorn
hawthornwaite
waite s
walte
work concerned plural marriage and other acts of immorality

part of the

mormons
cormons
Mor mons

in a review of adventures
among the mormons
amon
reynolds s
1857
the editor from reynold
newspaper made the following statement concerning the man
on the

and

his

book

pure water does not flow from putrid sources and
irreproachable testimony seldom comes from the
we make these remarks in
mouths of informers
order to guard the reader from accepting all mr
amies dece
Hawthorn
infamies
waite tells us of the inf
hawthornwaite
deceits
its
ac
&c
practiced by his former associates the
mormons
cormons
Mor mons
of which body he was a preacher or
elder as they are termed the author is now an
apostate from mormonism and has turned a betrayer
confidence
confidance
of their con
fidance and denunciator of their
mr Hawthorn
alleged profligacies
hawthornwaite
waite assures
us he does so from purely disinterested and
philanthropic motives 306 but he was a mormon and a
years30
preacher eight years

the latterday
latter day saints were quick to pick
Hawthorn waite
this review up as another defense against hawthornwaite
and other apostates who were attempting to tell all
cormons
Mor mons this however
about the mormons
did not stop the flow
naturallyr
naturally
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of exposes from former members and others concerned for

their fellow british brothers

and

sisters

As

Hawthorn
hawthornwaite
waite most of these attempts to tell
cormons
Mor mons
described the licentious activities of the mormons
particular plural marriage

with

all
in

william cook

for example related one of the comic
songs that he claimed to have been popular among the
members of the church in utah
the song was called the
sulton the pope and the mormon
the sulton was represented in his harem as
surrounded by beautiful women but not tasting
wine
the pope as indulging in rhenish wine but
debarred from the pleasures of female society
re
revelling
in both and therefore
the mormon as crevelling
velling
mormonism
monism
enjoying all good and therefore also Mr
37
is better than any system under the sun
cook does not stop here but continued by discussing
what he refers to as the proxy system
wherein a husband
who goes on a mission turns his wife over to another man
to be a husband in every aspect while the man is away on
3
38
he then announced that mormons practice
the mission
the fearful sin of incest which is so intimately and
3
39
conected with polygamy
closely connected
in explanation he
described mothers and daughters being married to the same
man and a brother and sister living together as husband
3

4

and wife

john

40

davis also picked up on the theme of incestuous
relationships among the mormons in his narrative after
describing mormon marriages as merely a state of
E
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concubinage

he announced

1

living there who
her daughter
there is

I know men

have married both the mother and

living in the first ward who has four wives and
41
own
daughter
is actually the ffather
ather of children by his

a man
who

during his disclosures of the indecent activities
that he witnessed in salt lake city davis a welshman
explains

to the honour and virtue of the daughters of
cambria be it said that during the whole time 1I
was at the salt lake 1I did not hear of one welsh
girl having married except as the only wife not
a single instance came under my knowledge where a
man
a
a
who
ad
had
had
wife
girl from wales
married
wales4
walesa
livings
already living4
living
the plight or perhaps virtue of other women according
to
good
davis was not so good43
for he announced civil
marriages were not recognized in utah and that people
were allowed to dissolve marriages and enter into other
marriages with the man being allowed to have as many
44
wives as he can maintain
thus according to davis cook and many other ant
antl
antii mormon
writers mormonism was rather than a christian religion
a wellplanned
well planned deception conceived by a few immoral men
in order to achieve their lascivious desires those who
entered into the church and remained did so because it
appealed to their sensual appetites thus mormonism was
im
immoral
morall
moraliI
1
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mormonism

however

has not been the only

religion to

receive this designation

islam obviously has been the
recipient of many tales of captivity sensuality and
sexuality catholicism has also been the target of exposes

recounting experiences of treachery and lust among its
adherents
from as early as the elizabethan
bethen times tales of
Eliza
elizabethen
catholic atrocities and rumors of popish plots of invasion
were common among the british people
for centuries a
kind of anti catholic paranoia existed among segments of
the british populace
these deep feelings of distrust
animosity
mosity
and ani
rosity toward roman catholicism were also carried
to america where they took on new interpretaa4
lons
t ions
interpretations
with the american continent particularly the united
states being the target of romes unholy plots of conquer
I1

and

control
because of these feelings of animosity

the market
particularly in

for anti
catholic literature was large
anticatholic
england probably the most well known anti catholic work
of the nineteenth century was awful disclosures of the
hotel dieu nunnery by maria monk the book presented as
an autobiography of a protestant woman who attended
catholic school and then became a nun was the most
4
45
popular book written in america before uncle toms cabin
maria monks work depicted life in a convent as a
ceaseless round of forced sex and sadistic penances
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presided

priests

access to the nuns by
46
means of a tunnel from the rectory
in the book she
claims to have been constantly inundated with improper
overtures by the priests until worn down with the continued
barrage of
sexual innuendo she submitted and had intercourse
ofsexual
with three priests in one night and then became pregnant
47
by another
she then escaped from the convent to
save her unborn babys life
maria
marlaa monks story began a flourishing genre of
marl
mari
works detailing the immorality of Cath
cathloic
loic priests and
by the

who had

I1

priests

their status to write tracts
48
40
and launch careers in anti catholic sensationalism
in their attempt to discredit catholicism the writers
played upon the fears and the darker desires of the
reading audience
in their process of exposing the evil
of the catholic church these writers raised sexual
awareness to a public level that society ordinarily would
nuns

many ex

used

sexual accusations against catholicism
contributed directly to the modern ethic of sexual pleasure
by increasing the amount and the explicitness of the
49
discourse about sex
mormon
and
antimormon
catholic
anti
anti
literature catered to
anticatholic
not have allowed

the prurient interests of people who lived in a society
along with the
that discouraged overt sexual behavior
book length exposes were numerous victorian
tract and booklength
newspapers that carried reports of divorce cases and
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other sexual scandals stories of adultery and bigamy
50
were particularly popular from the late 1850s on
there was also a torrent of advertisements in the popular
press for potions for or to safegaurd
safe gaurd against potency
51
abortion masturbation etc
thus sexuality in
victorian society was complex and contradictory
while victorians specifically the middle classes
attempted to restrain sexual conduct in order to publicly
portray for the world a concept of purity wholesomeness
52
and virtue
there was on the other hand an undercurrent
of sexual interest that was expressed through prostitution
pornography and sexually oriented news articles and
although prostitution and pornography were
tracts
considered to be at variance to the norms of acceptable
society news articles and tracts were approved as long
message or disapproval
as they carried with them a moral messege
of the very sins that they were going to such pains to
describe interestingly enough some polemic tracts and
novels of captivity sexual bondage by a lascivious man
or group and subsequent escape used the same techniques
of portrayal as the pornographers did
one of the earliest and best examples of the resemblance
nce
resemblence
resemble
of themes used by both pornographers and those writing
sexually oriented fiction was the lustful tu
rk 1828
turk
the plot is simple as is the case with most works of
the story concerns two young ladies named
that genre
1
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emily and sylvia

turk

sets

sylvia is kidnapped

by

the dey

lustful

will be in a
state of mind to be subjected to his desires
she is
taken to a slave market where she is handled fondled
and humiliated he then arrives disguised as a representative
andhumiliatedhethenarrivesdisguisedasarepresentative
of the french consulate and buys her
this he tells
her is to save her from the dey he then arranges for a
fake marriage to be performed by a fake english priest
she is then deflowered and gains a new sense of sexuality
53
at this moment the dey reveals his true identity
sylvia is then reunited with emily who had already
become his sexual slave before sylvias seduction
they
are content to be with the dey in a menage a trois
this all ends abruptly however when the dey attempts to
deflower yet another young virgin and is castrated by the
girl sylvia and emily are released by the turk who is
no longer as lustful as he had been and they return to
54
england to tell all about their adventures
although obviously a fictional tale the book takes
on a certain air of reality by being related in the first
person this is because in some primitive way a story
told in the first person may seem closer to actuality
less invented less a fantasy more immediate and authentic
55
than a narrative in any other form
for this reason
the lustful turk uses this format also
in the subtitle to this novel we are told
ahat
ihat
that its scenes faithfully and vividly depict
he

up a scheme wherein she
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the full particulars of what happened with the
zest and simplicity which always gives guarantee
and another subtitle
for its authenticity
1 is an interesting history
ncyel
states that this nov
noyel
1556
founded on facts

the similarities with these subtitles and those found
57

works is remarkable
anti
this is
cormons
Mor mons
particularly true with works written by former mormons
on

some

mormon

most of these follow the format of going to an

exotic

held in some form of captivity
witnessing or experiencing
physical or emotional
sexual bondage and licentiousness and eventually escaping
and publishing the experiences

place

an

salt lake city

excellent example of this was a tract which announced
the most authentic exposure of MORMONISM ever

to be
published

it

was

a twelve page pamphlet

with the
hell opened or

enticing title of the gates of the mormon
revellings
ellings of the rev brigham young and
the licentious Rev
the elders apostles and priests of the church of
many
day
with
spiritual wives and
saints
their
latter
concubines

and

all the other

apart

abominations of mormonism

the great billing the tract
offered very little that was new most of the tract was
compiled from other sources that included the van dusens
desens
john C bennett andrew hepburn and the rev john bowes
in describing polygamy and the temple ceremony he
quoted increase van dusen by stating that the temple is
5
58
he then
to prepare the women for the mormon harem
denounced

from
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went on to explain the washing performed on the

females

still

in a state of nudity
into a room to represent the garden of eden after she
partook of the forbidden fruit brigham young portraying
the lord rushed in
having feasted his
lecherous high priest
this
eyes as he had oftentimes before or done whatever
he pleased with the sheep led to the slaughter
according to the privilege and power appertaining
to his office now goes through the remainder of
the obscene farce by re
redressing
the spiritual
dressing
bride for the inner chamber or paradise
gorgeously
goreously bedecked for the occasion also kissing
her blessing her feasting her on the bridal
supper and rejoicing with her in the name of the
lord
lordl
loidl and while invoking the holy name of jesus
they often revel at a libidinous bacchanal
bac
bachanal
hanal composed
of a great number of these spiritual wives mothers
paramoure
par amours as a
and daughters and their saintly paramours
ceremony
disgusting
to
fitting dingae
the
before
finale
fingae
59
nude body

and her being led

celebrated

enciting
inciting
another pamphlet with just as an en
citing title is
appalling disclosures mormon revelations being the
victims of mormon spiritual
marriages wives mothers daughters and sisters lured
away from their homes and united to the same husbands
the author announced the new sodom established
by mormon impostures at utah south america for ruining
innocence and spreading throughout the earth the darkest
00
60
again as with the former pamphlet the
of crimes
was
the author quoted
better than the contents
title
extensively from ED howe
the last portion of the tract described fourteen
women who were involved to one extent or another in

history of fourteen females
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plural marriage

the account reads like a romance novel
wherein seductions are made virtue is taken people die
and others go mad and finally the desperate women
escape from their tormentous
tormentors
tor mentors the heroine of this account
on account of her disgust at the life
wanted to escape
of infamy she was compelled to lead and to free herself
from brigham youngs resolve to make her one of his
61
mi
mistresses
distresses
stresses
so at a later time and on another continent but
unkown to the british people
just as exotic and ungown
the
62
lustful turk emerged in the persona of brigham young
perhaps some of the most colorful portrayals of brigham
young and the mormons
cormons
Mor mons in the genre of the lustful turk
were those by john benjamin franklin during the late
1850s and early 1860s franklin wrote a series of tracts
cormons
Mor mons
about his supposed adventures among the mormons
in introducing himself to the reading public franklin
described himself as the former editor of the deseret
news

printing office in salt lake city former
branch president of whetstone middlesex england and a
63
quorums
former president of one of the
of the seventy
the accomplishments listed are indeed impressive and

manager of the

if they were
1864 tract to

as

not impressive enough

he claimed in an

the lecture before the
president of the united states the mayors of liverpool
have delivered
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and manchester and a number of other important dignitaries 64
andmanchesterandanumberofotherimportantdignitaries
although john benjamin franklin claimed to have
traveled to the great salt lake valley and to have lived
no
there for several years in brigham youngs house
65
evidence has been found to verify his assertions
the
only information available on franklin and his background
comes from the

record of

members

this record john benjamin franklin
1826

in london

middlesex

according to

index

england

was born on may

on

february

6

22

at hoxton church ann was
66
gate middlesex england
nightgate
born on june 20 1822 at Night
franklin was baptized into the church in july 1850 in
ann his wife
sommerstown
Sommers town by elder james P grinham
was baptized a month later by the same elder
they were
1846

he married ann chanton
chenton

both members of the whetstone branch in the london con-

ference

he was ordained a teacher on november

6

1851

elder on july 91852 by james
marsden
franklins association with the church was
off from the
short lived sometime in 1853 he was cut
cutoff
667
excommunication a
probably in relation to his excomunication
church
notice appeared in the LDS millennial star for april 16
1853
it stated caution the saints are hereby cautioned
jbfranklin
against the impositions of jbfranklint
frankiin of london who
frankiln
JB Franklin
we learn
has been visiting several conferences making
wonderful professions and obtaining money under false
and was

later ordained

an
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pretences
pretenses
the first tract published by franklin was horrors of
mormon
ism which was published in about 1858
mormonism
the pamphlet
describes his journey to salt lake city brigham young
and his wives polygamy and dissenters dying in the
deserts and mountains while trying to escape
soon after a second pamphlet was published
this
one was titled the mysteries and crimes of mormonism
or a voice from the utah pandemonium
at the beginning
of this pamphlet he announced that it would bring to
light horrid and mysterious crime
crimesand
sand that this iniquity
6
69
indescriminate
indiscriminate
criminate prostitution
is but another name for indes
this he attempted to prove by describing the state of
brigham youngs wives
poor women they are the companions of his passions
and not of his life panderers to his lusts
n s t e a d of bbeing
e i n g the partner of hhis
iinstead
is
affectionsobliged
affections obliged to be satisfied with a passing
nod a casual smile or accidental confidence
crushing out every hope of happiness every dream
of girlhood every wish and every necessity of
womans nature and yet most of them appearing
content to
t 700 be thus degraded for the sake of their

religion
and

enough

if sexual

bondage to brigham young was not bad

franklin recounted further

on

in the pamphlet

were
lawrence and irene brigham youngs wives
1
71
murdered for speaking against him
this according to
how

franklin

11

was not uncommon

he mentioned numerous murders

performed by the followers of brigham young and that
youngs
young
himself
himselft cut the throat of one man who dared to
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differ

JB

from him on a point of

franklin

howe
however
vers
verr

doctrine
was

72

not the only one to

accuse the mormons of murdering dissidents
in mormonism
john E davis describes brigham youngs
unveiled
teachings concerning blood atonement or in other words
how a person should have his blood spilt in order to

atone for sins

73
J
committed

finally

he then goes on to explain

his escape from the pandemonium
he went by cover of night for fear that the mormons would
74
follow brighams teachings and shoot him
in describing the mormon murders franklin wrote
woe betide the latter day saint who dares to dream of
apo
apostasy
stacy
dissent or apostacy
for he continued they will have
a midnight visitation of the Da
danites
nites this he stated
canites
is due to an oath the mormons take in their temple ceremony
wherein they will obey all that their leaders command

that

when he

made

11

7
75
even murder

the oath was only one part of franklins description
of the temple ceremony As introduction he explained
you then have to undress the presiding elder
examines you to see whether every part of your
body is sound if a male even to see whether he
not he is allowed
be wounded in the testes
if
to pass and receive his endowment if he is not
sound they make a eunuch oe
of him whether he like
many
a man who had taken a good looking
or
not
it
wife with him and would not give her up to any
other man when required by the high priest was
also made a eunuch of
they still claim the right to continue this
diabolical 767gractice
practice though many have spoken
against it
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the people were then led into a room that resembles the
garden of eden they were of course
courser
all in a state of
77
nudity77
nudity
in further evidence of mormon immorality franklin
mentiond
menti ond that when a husband died the women had to
mentions
remarry immediatly
immedi atty
immediafcly
immediately
atly and that several wives lived in the
same house and some even shared the same bed
but this
was not all
when husbands left on missions the wives
many
almany
ilmany
were cared for by proxy husbands in all aspects
and many a child has thus been born in the mormon country
marriage
marri age he explained
is the means of obtaining their
men must lose all
and he lamented
lustful ends
decency and self respect and degenerate into gross and
7
78
disgusting animals
As part of his conclusion and as further evidence of
the horrors of mormonism franklin stated
the editor of this pamphlet saw one poor woman
taken from her home stripped tied to a tree
and flogged till the blood ran from her wounds to
she was taken back to her husbands
the ground
step the other wives
residence laid on the door
doorstep
would not do anything for her and by morning she
I1

was dead

this is

the mountains and valleys yea
all
even cities are infested with freebooters
desper
desperadoes
desperadors
they boldly stalk
adors sic and spies
the streets by day and lie in wait for the
not

victims by night
murdered helpless

they have debauched and then
women
they have taken the
lives of american citizens by order of their
priesthood
those who speak against the
elders are ca shot stabbed and beaten as well as
no
can
be
against
robbed an
evidence
ancino
accino
elicited
c7799
the guilty
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although john benjamin franklins tracts are probably
the most imaginative and far fetched of this period a
number of others emphasized the immoral activities of the
mormons
one such pamphlet is mormonism an imposture
cormons
Mor mons
by the rev WW woodhouse rector of st clements and
ipswitch the rev woodhouse appears to
st helens in ipswich
have been active in the field of publishing as he listed
at the back of this tract three other religious publications
to his credit
woodhouses
the bulk of Wood
houses tract was taken from the
works of ED howe john C bennett henry caswall the
rev JB lowe and the rev FB ashley
after giving
what he stated to be the true history of joseph smith and
cormons
Mor mons he attacked various doctrines of the churchy
the mormons
church
such as the material nature of deity and the practice of
80
00
proxy baptisms in behalf of those who are dead
woodhouse
then attacked the mormons for immorality he quoted from
jblowe
JB Lowe who in turn had quoted from the judges who had
young
brigham
riding through
about
territory
utah
left
the streets of the city in an omnibus with a large company
of wives referred to as concubines by lowe in mormonism

exposed

more than two
thirds of whom had
twothirds

their arms
and telling
souls

8
81

addressing
he concluded by adressing

them of

infants in
Mormo
mormonites
nites

his sincerity and concern for their

82

the rev

CFS

money

MA

suggested that the
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cormons
Mor mons
readers not only pray for the mormons
that god would
give them repen
repentence
tence unto life
but he also encouraged
resentence
83
mormon
them to burn such
works as fall in our way
although the bulk of his sixteen page pamphlet came from
ED howe and judge WW drummond money did give a good
example of the comparison of the mormons to the muslims
he not only discussed the practice of plural marriage
mormons
Mor mons
they cormons
but announced
look forward as do the
84
Mahome
mahometano
mahometans
tans to a sensual paradise
the comparisons between joseph smith and mohammed
and the mormons and the muslims became more common after
the public announcement of plural marriage
also most
of the early comparisons had dealt with the similarities
between joseph smiths revelations and the visit of the
angel gabriel to mohammed or the political and military
nature of the respective religions the later comparisons
tended to concern the perceived sensual aspects of the
two religions which were magnified by the critics of
mormonism
thus while mormonism in reality had very
little to do with islam the prevailing misconceptions of
muslim sexual license were projected onto the mormons
through descriptions of polygamous marriages harems
hares
eunuchs in a far of
secret rites and even eunichs
offf desert community
A

good example of comparisons between mormonism and

islam are the tracts authored by the rev edmund clay
mormons
mons
Mor
and the
in the doctrines and practices of the cormons
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clay
character of their prophet joseph smith
made at least four different references to mohammed or
middle eastern culture for instance after comparing
joseph smiths experiences to those of the founder of
islam and describing him as a second mohammed he then
in a later part of the tract while discussing the book
so subtle comparison to islam and
of mormon made a not
notsosubtle
its culture the fictions of mohammed the story of
robinson crusoe or the arabian nights
nights entertainment
C
85
are respectable volumes by the side of the book of mormon
the comparison of the book of mormon to arabian nights
is indeed interesting considering the sensual nature of
86
the original stories that comprised this volume
at the close of the tract as a final warning of the
evil of mormonism clay warned his readers of traveling
to utah
he especially warned his female readers that
rom them what
the horrid women steamers
ste
alers would take ffrom
stealers
every woman holds dearer than life itself your chastity
immoral

1I

1I

F

Q

11

0

and your honour

8
87

clay again used this same warning at the end of another
of his pamphlets
this second pamphlet appears to be a
compilation of four individual tracts and is entitled

tracts on
after

mormonism

having discussed the character of joseph smith
the book of mormon and the modern revelations and church
statements contained in the doctrine and covenants clay
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described the concubinage that existed in utah he ended
his pamphlet with a highly charged statement
english husbands and the wives and daughters of
england though many alas are destitute
des
destitue
sic of
titue
any religious feelings have not yet become so
reckless of chastity and pureness of living that
they can read such accounts of these filthy
saints without the blush of shame involuntarily
rising on their cheek their righteous outburst
of indignation which insulted humanity so keenly
resents and so emphatically abhors is only
restrained from avenging itself by the pity they
feel for these deluded creatures and by the
credulity with which they so readily believe the
1 S of the
lying den
of
priests
unclean
denials
these
M
88
brothels
although somewhat melodramatic in his description of
english indignation over the latter day saints practice
of plural marriage he does appear to have been concerned
with what he perceived to be a serious moral problem
among the mormons
cormons
Mor mons
edmund clay appears to have been a
dedicated and sincere minister who was also conservative
and hard lined in his views
he was the minister of st lukes episcopal church in
leamington
leavington
Lea
Lea
leavington
mington priors was a fashionable
mington priors leamington
ing place for the upper
watering
water
upperclasses
classes because of its
mineral springs
it was popular for its fine buildings
and beautiful surrounding scenery
clays chapel was
probably situated in the upper section of town
there
Q
p
89
were at least two anglican chapels in the small town
during his career in the ministry edmund clay authored
at least sixteen published works on various religious
topics at the time of his death in 1872 clay was the
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figo
1190
90

perpetual curate of st margarets church brighton
he was eulogized by a fellow minister as one who preached
1191
91
with
divine unction and winning affection
and
kleaving
0leaving
as an author he was
leaving monuments of the great
and glorious truths which constituted for so many years
the staple of his evangelical and faithful ministry and
the symmetry and beauty of his godly life
he had long
992
been preparing for glory
another man who believed he was defending the morality
of england was the rev dawson burns a baptist minister
very little is known about burns but it
from salford
apparant
apparent
parant that he like henry caswall was the son of a
is ap
renowned father
burns father was the rev jabez burns
jabez became involved in religion at a young age and
eventually became a minister in 1835 for a baptist
congregation in london he published extensively and was
0

0

dawson
actively involved in the temperance movement
like his father was also involved in the temperance
93
movement

tract

exposed
explained and exp
osed
ased
however has nothing to do with temperance and much to do
with polygamy
the tract was first published as an
articleforaperiodicalthatprobablyappearedinmanchester
articie
article for a periodical that probably appeared in manchester

burns

mormonism

utilizes
such writers as caswall and ED howe burns tract is
As polemic literature however
not too original
it is

where the pamphlet was published

because he
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interesting and well written
after briefly discussing the character and background
of joseph smith the kirtland bank problems and the
danites
canites in missouri and nauvoo he turned to the spiritual
doctrine in describing the moral conditions in the
young
wrote
brigham
valley
glories
burns
lake
salt
in his shame so as to make every friend of modesty and
morality blush for him and sigh over his evil example
94
which must corrupt good manners
during his
burns also compared mormonism to islam
attack on the doctrine of plural marriage he stated the
mormon principle of polygamy is the doctrine of the
ruled with a spiritualistic verbiage to conceal
koran enci
encircled
rcled
95
he later
its innate indelicacy and sensual grossness
went on to explain that joseph smith as an imposture
wife

1

was

like the imposture

from mecca

joseph smith might

in a long train of respects be taken for muhammed
996
redivivus risen from the dead
burns proceeded to
give various examples of the likeness of the two men all
of which show that they were pretenders
in burns reasoning mormon militaristic ambitions
would also follow the pattern of the muslims he announced
utah is already growing too small for the horizon of
brighams imagination A universal american monarchy is
beginning to dance like an ignis fatrus
fatuus before his
97
he warned that after enough members of
mental vision
M
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the church had made their way to zion
that mormonism
will then more rapidly develop its spirit and resources
the consequences of which may possibly contribute a new
revenue of horrors to the transactions of the world 98

the theme of

mormonism as a

power had been used

earlier

problems in missouri

by

political

and

military

writers describing the

with the church in the
great basin writers were able to build on the theme by
depicting the mormon settlements as a new empire building
up in the fringes of the west
in this aspect mormonism
however

again compared to islam
john benjamin franklin and several other writers also
described the political power of brigham young and the
mormons
cormons
Mor mons to the writers the mormon power included control
of political offices economic matters and social mores
an example of this are the references that franklin made
to mormon murders in the mysteries and crimes of mormonism
he told how brigham young had personally slit a mans
throat because he disagreed with him and also explained
that the members would do anything they were commanded by
was

their leaders

even murder

99

theimagesofpoliticaldominationandrandombloodletting
the images of political domination and random bloodletting
by

religious fanatics

were powerful

emotive themes

these images were enhanced by descriptions of secret
organizations such as the Da
danites
canites
nites while the idea of the
danites
canites as an active force in the early years of utah is
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most
nost
at mosto

the idea of a separate
political body of the church is true indeed brigham
young who was the territorial governor for a decade
strongly believed that a religion that did not govern
erroneous and amusing

in their social and economic affairs was
O
igloo
01100
0
via
iiaa very poor religion
thus the intermingling of
church and state was a part of early utah life
the political arm of the church was a quasi secret
organization known as the council of fifty this was an

men and women

organization of the churchs elite created by joseph
was
smith in march 1844
this organization that
it
short lived candidacy for the presidency
directed smiths shortlived
101
upon smiths death and the
of the united states
subsequent migration to utah the council of fifty increased
its powers and exercised great influence in the creation
of the independent state of deseret and later the

territorial state

10
102
government

because of the secret nature of the council and its
power to try cases of adultery and murder which were

considered to be punishable by death
the council of
103
10
fifty was surrounded by an aura of mystery
it
could well have been in this aspect that outsiders viewed
to the saints and
the church as a system of control
particularly to the members of the council this was a
necessary step to the literal creation of the kingdom of
god on the earth 104
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in dawson burns tract he described the state of
the social conditions in the salt lake valley a theme
that is reminiscent of earlier pamphlets concerning
mormonism
this theme concerns the danger of traveling
to america and settling with the mormon populace
it

that several earlier tracts described
the perils of traveling up the mississippi river to the
mormon settlements in and around nauvoo and once arrived
in the mormon center the tracts described poverty
disease and corruption this theme was carried on into

will

be remembered

the decade of the fifties
salt lake city and the territory of utah however
offered much more to the peddlers of doom and gloom the
city and surrounding territory was set in an isolated
part of the western united states and was for a number
of years difficult to reach
this added to the air of
mystique that was already cultivated by the strange
cormons
Mor mons
religious beliefs and social practices of the mormons
and naturally added fuel to the burning imaginations of
so it was that salt lake city not
the polemic writers
only became a distant city nestled in the rocky mountains
but was with the help of great imaginations an exotic

city in a forbidden land
deceit were held captive

numerous victims of
among

lies

and

these fanatic people

these hapless prisoners of evil and lascivious men had
escape
were
hope
and
they
freedom
of
for
if
little
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able to escape the prison of salt lake city they were
surrounded by miles of deserts mountains and indians
perhaps one of the more colorful accounts of all the
horrors that awaited those foolish enough to leave their
homes and security in england and travel to utah is that
cormons
Mor mons
of william cook
in his tract the mormons
the dream
and the real
reality cook described in detail his supposed
journey to utah and what he found upon his arrival
he
poor
commenced his account of the journey by announcing
and miserable shelters are these tents wretched exchanges
1012
1013
105
for an old english home
this set the tone for the
rest of his account
the narrative included the usual examples of hardship
he went on to describe bickerings
bicke rings over food hunger
misery wolves and of course indians
sickness in
truth was an ever present danger in crossing the plains
and so was not ignored by cook
he described whole
families being swept away in a few hours and then
stated many who left their homes full of hopeful
log
100
106
iou
lou
anticipations die on the road exhausted by fatigue
he then continued with a description of the fate of the
corpse of a recently deceased traveler
A grave is then dug
the body put into it and
covered with earth
but this is only for a few
brief hours for when the tent moves on the
wolves come uncover the body and make it their
prey
the next followers see what has become of
one of their companions who had hren
promised
hoen
blee
107
that he should reach zion in safety
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survived the perils of the plains and
mountains they were according to cook met with new
problems when thay arrive in the valley of the great salt
he mentioned that there was no firewood nor coal
lake
available for the newly arrived inhabitants of the valley
he then explained that although the place had been described
as a land flowing with milk and honey there is very
own
newcomers
who
do
especially
milk
not
for
little

for those

who

he stated
available in the valley
that not only were there very few fish in the rivers but
that fruit was very scarce
there are no apples pears quinces plums
raspberries
mulberries rasp
berries strawberries nuts
goose
gooseberries
berries currants except for a few wild
no
yons
oranges
Kan
ones from
or
lemons
kenyons
kanyons
f ro1088the
the
athe
rons
citrona
citrons
cit
probably one of the most interesting descriptions is
that of a twelve foot high wall that was to the west of
the jordan river and which encircled the entire city
this was he asserted to keep people from leaving thus
log
10
109
making it a prison
this of course is not the only example of utah being
compared to a prison
in his tract the mysteries and
john benjamin franklin told of
crimes of mormonism
cows

mormon

and no honey

murders being committed in the

sierra

nevada moun

bains
these mountains he explained are high and
tains
110
bewildering and thus there is no escape from them
john E davis in his tract mormonism unveiled
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claimed to have been another who had visited utah and
had only with great difficulty escaped
davis account
of his crossing the plains is filled with stories of
hunger fatigue and disease
he also described how the

indians would ride into camp lasso the women and ride
1
111
off with them lii again the trials and tribulations
experienced by the emigrants on the plains were minor
compared to the problems they faced upon their arrival in
the valley which led to either slavery or escape at the

risk of ones life
added to these fanciful misconceptions were

stories

secret temple rites strange doctrines
obviously many of these rumours
and a closed society
and stories were based upon actual teachings and events
of multiple wives

As with any misunderstood group or
within mormondom
society these facts were both purposefully and mistakenly
distorted to create an image of a sensual and licentious
religion set within a foreboding and exotic place where
its adherents were in reality prisoners
anti mormon themes for the
this chapter has examined antimormon
period from 1852 to 1860 As with previous pamphlets it
is possible to see a continuation of such themes as the
immoral character of the mormon leaders and their followers
the attack on mormon doctrines which were perceived by
mormonism
comparisons
of
the
unchristian
its opponents as un
christian
be emigrants
to islam and the attempt to deter would
wouldbe
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travelling
tra velling to america mormonism
aberration of socio religious mores

from leaving england and

depicted as an
these themes were expanded to encompass new doctrines or
this in turn
stories created during this period
helped create new ideas and themes for future writers

was
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chapter 6
conclusion
in this study we have examined the important themes
developed by antimormon
anti mormon writers during over two decades
the obvious purpose of this literature was to dissuade

prospective converts from joining this new religion as
well as to win back to the orthodox christian fold
members of the church still in britain
from this study
several important conclusions can be made concerning the
writers and their pamphlets
the first conclusion concerns the backgrounds of the
most of the writers discussed in
various pamphleteers
this study can be placed into two categories these are
ministers and representatives of other faiths and former
mormons
cormons
Mor mons
those in the first category can be further
separated into two divisions nonconformists and anglicans
most of the nonconformists appear to have come from the
industrial north and include such writers as richard
livesey robert heys john bowes samuel haining richard
davis and dawson burns
those representing the church
of england tended to have more representation in the
south and included such individuals as henry caswall
168

169

john simons

ashley john frere J B
lowe W W woodhouse and edmund clay
it appears that a larger number of pamphlets were
produced by the anglican clergy than were published by
anglican writers were influential in
nonconformists
their writing because of the large network of official
publishing and distribution firms such as the society for
the promotion of christian knowledge
the writers from the second category those who had
been members of the church but had eventually left
tended to be the most bitter in their denunciations of
mormonism
perhaps this was because they had a sense of
mormoni sm
sepe
seperated
betrayal once they had lost their faith and separated
rated
themselves from the main body or it very well could
have been feelings of anger and humiliation for having
fallen victim to what they obviously believed by that
time to be a falsehood and a scam whatever their varied
reasons for having left the church these individuals
included thomas webster john whitney william cook john
E
hawthornwaite
davis samuel Hawthorn
waite john hyde and john
C

S

bush

F

B

I1

benjamin franklin
what motivated

anti

mormon

pamphleteers to fiercely

the answer to this
attack the tenets of mormonism
question is complex although some reasons can be ascertained
questioniscomplexalthoughsomereasonscanbeascertained
the first reason has already been broached for various
reasons the writer sincerely believed that he as a
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its

former member

had been deceived by the church and

leaders and

thus seeking revenge by verbally attacking

it

was

in pamphlet form
another reason

belief on the part of the
various clergymen that their congregations were being
lost to the new interlopers from america many expressed
a genuine concern for the salvation of their parishioners
was

a

converted to mormon church mormonism was viewed
as an antithesis of christianity and thus a religious
hoax which would lead to the destruction of the people
over whom they as ministers had been entrusted

who had

upon analyzing the pamphlets

it is

obvious that a
large number of the writers were distressed by what they

perceived to be a breakdown of traditional social values
in their eyes religious toleration had allowed frauds
cormons
Mor mons
to enter england and abuse and
such as the mormons
corrupt those of the working classes
the perception of
mormons as interlopers was compounded by a fear among
members of the clergy that they had already morally and
spiritually lost the working classes
sm epitomized the decline in morality with its
mormonism
mormoni
doctrines concerning marriage and the family which were
at odds with the accepted values of this period these
values were those which were espoused by members of the
middle class
the victorian middle class was obsessed
with respectability this obsession was expressed in the
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pamphlets by an essentially middle class clergy which
exhibited an evangelical zeal in their efforts to save
the lost souls of the working classes

because of the clerical concern for the working
classes pamphlets were often written with them in mind
for this reason tracts usually contained subjects which

the writers believed would interest the common readers
another reason for including topics which specifically
attracted the common people was money this aspect of
anti mormon pamphleteering was conducted for the most

part by those at the bottom end of the writing and
publication spectrum publishing small tracts especially
scan
of a scandalous
scandelous
delous or controversial nature was a quick
cheap way of making a

profit

were sold for a few pence each

thousands of these

tracts

thus bringing in a good

writer and printer
for this
reason such colorful titles as the gates of the mormon
revellings
ellings of the rev
hell opened or the licentious Rev
brigham young and the elders apostles and priests of
the church of latter day saintd
sainta with their many spiritual
appalling disclosures
wives and concubines
horrors of mormonism and the mysteries and crimes of

amount of money for the

mormonism

used to

or

attract

a voice from the utah pandemonium were

would be buyers

the pamphlets contained themes of varying importance
some of the lesser themes included suggestions of mormonism
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as a

new

political threat

much

like the popular

image of

as an institution which supported
the catholic church
slavery in america and as a religion which espoused
belief in a material god the major themes tended to be
A few of the more popular
more long lasting and complex
ones included the debauched character of joseph smith and

his money making activities the book of mormon as a
fraudulent religious text similarities between mormonism
and islam the immoral nature of the mormons and their
doctrines and the idea that weak and foolish people were
converted to mormonism
the use of such themes changed throughout this period
several examples of this can be given first while the
character of joseph smith was according to the pamphlets
bad from the beginning emphasis on certain faults changed
with time

the

first

pamphlets written in

britain discussed

drunkard and curser

that
by the time of his
he was a known treasure seeker
death more emphasis was being placed on his immoral
character and the claim that he was a known adulterer
the idea that smith

was a

and

although the idea of taking money from unsuspecting
dupes was pr
prevalent
prevelent
evelent throughout the time period studied

and

the theme of joseph smith replaced at his death by
brigham young and his followers taking the virginity of
young women became more prevalent
pre
prevalant
valant in later pamphlets
many of these themes were borrowed from their american
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counterparts
the first tracts published in britain
borrowed heavily from the works of american writers such
as

the middle of the 1840s however the
british had developed themes of particular interest to
themselves
these themes included american slavery and
analysis of the book of mormon by the end of the 1840s
a number of the british writers were strongly influenced
by the american husband and wife team of increase and
maria van dusen the recounting of secret mormon ceremonies
E

D

howe

by

licentious behavior
writers during the 1850s
and

the emphasis

became the paramount theme of

on immorality was

also important to the
first introduced the

when
comparisons
compari sons with islam
comparisons between the religious experiences of joseph
smith and mohammed were accentuated by these writers

however

after the missouri period

particularly after
viewed much like the

and

settling in utah the mormons were
muslims in militaristic terms
hence

building
secret bands of Da
danites
canites
nites
kingdom

in a far away place guarded by
added to this picture was the moral state of mormonism
because of the practice of plural marriage it was easy
to portray mormon polygamy in the same fabric as an
oriental harem with the same misconceptions of sexual
promiscuity thus while having existed from the beginning
both themes changed over time to fit the ever expanding
image of mormonism and its adherents
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is the mirror of society wherein it reflects
popular attitudes and interests
publishing as a form
wass representative of the majority of the
of media wa
media

population and its ideas in the nineteenth century the
contents of anti mormon pamphlets were reflective of the
ever changing attitudes of victorian society
while

several tracts mentioned

stability

of the

british

mormonism as a

threat to the

government during the

first

years of victoria it was a little discussed subject in
by this time the mormons were portaged
ayed as
port
portayed
the 1850s
building an empire in the deserts of america which while
not emi
nent was perceived as a future threat to political
eminent
I
1

stability

cormons
Mor mons however
the marital practices of the mormons
were of greater interest to the reading public
this was
partly due to the proliferation of sensationalism in the
newspapers and tell it all novels wherein the describing
of explicit accounts of crime and passion were condoned
suppossed
ossed to be actual events and
because they were supp
could therefore be read with an air of disapproval
perhaps one of the most significant questions that
can be asked is what effect the pamphlets had on the
growth of the church in great britain in the introduction
to this work it was stated that the power of the printed
word cannot be underestimated
this is indeed true
even so in order for the reader to be influenced by
books or pamphlets there must be certain factors which
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allow writers to adequately form a basis of attack
factors of this nature would include controversial doctrines
practices
and secret prat
pratices
ices
for the most part these factors
did not exist at the introduction of the gospel into
britain in 1837 and though certain problems began to
develop in the 1840s they were not of such a great
amount as to effectively hinder the growth of the church
although the pamphlets of the early 1840s undoubtedly
persuaded some to not join the LDS church their influence
was only slight in comparison to the success of the

missionaries in converting thousands of people this was
due
to the inability of the antl
mormonwriterstoeffectively
antimormon
duetotheinabilityoftheanti
writers to effectively
anti mormon
find issues that would damage the LDS reputation and also
appeal to the popular imagination
such issues as the
alleged theological inconsistencies in the book of mormon
or even the spalding theory might have deterred some
investigators but they hardly moved the masses to moral
outrage
this was due to the relatively unknown status
of the church as a religious movement
this however was not the case in the following
during the 1850s the church was to a degree
decade
enemy
own
any
worse
had
not
while
been
there
for
its
serious problems to upset the success and growth of the
church in the 1840s polygamy provided the necessary
while most religious institutions
attempt to protect their image by hiding unpleasant or
ammunition in the 1850s
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potentially dangerous facts about themselves the church
not only announced their belief in plural marriage but
also attacked

monogamy

as a defense for polygamy

the church had set
with popular morality
doing

itself

on a

by so

collision course

the effect of the public announcement of the doctrine
of plural marriage and the subsequent attacks by
pamphleteers not only caused doubts within the mormon
community but also hampered missionary work
it is
mormon
escape
to
conclusion
the
anti
that
difficult
literature was highly effective during this period the
images portrayed were believable even if the distortions
nor did the highly
might seem incredulous in retrospect
visible counter crusade launched by major LDS pamphleteers
soften the impact of these ugly rumors As a result by
1859 baptisms had dropped to 1064 or only fifty percent
of what they had been in 1854

1

while much remains to be done this study has at
least provided a meaningful framework for understanding

the themes of antimormon
anti mormon literature during this formative
period of the church in britain
in so doing it is
hoped that not only has the mormon experience been viewed
world view
in a different perspective but also that the worldview
of victorian popular religious literature can be seen as
an effective vehicle for the aspirations this morally
self righteous age
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ABSTRACT

the introduction of mormonism into great britain was
met with both success and resi
stence the major form of
resistence
resistance
day saints was through
resistance
resi stence to the latterday
british resistence
latter
from the introduction of the church into
the press
great britain in 1837 to 1860 numerous anti mormon
pamphlets were published to discourage people from
associating with what was considered to be a strange
american sect
the major themes of a number of these tracts have
been analyzed in order to gain a better understanding of
some of
how the mormons were perceived by the british
the major themes included the evil character of joseph
cormons
Mor mons
and comparisons
smith the immorality of the mormons
between the mormons and the muslims
the themes of anti
mormon pamphlets reflected the attitudes and concerns of
the early victorian middle class displayed a sense of
concern for the vulnernability of social inferiors
pamphlets published in the 1850s were partly successful
sucessful in
creating a negative public image of mormonism that was
disturbing to many practicing saints and impaired
missionary work
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